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This edition’s front

cover shows Steve

Sterry, tutor at the

Ipswich-based Eastern

Region Roof Training

Group (ERRTG).

You can read more

about Steve, his

thoughts on the

industry’s approach to

training, and the

ERRTG, on page 26.
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New App Launched to Support Construction
Worker’s Mental Health

A new Construction Industry Helpline app aims

to address the grim statistics showing two

construction workers take their own life every

working day and stress, anxiety and depression

currently account for a fifth of all work-related

illness. 

The free 100% confidential mental health app

provides information, advice and guidance on

many wellbeing topics including stress, anxiety,

depression, anger and suicidal thoughts. 

It results from a collaboration between the

Lighthouse Construction Industry Charity,

construction software firm, COINS, and volunteer

group, Building Mental Health. 

Bill Hill, Lighthouse charity CEO said, “The app

complements our existing 24/7 Construction

Grenfell Cladding
Manufacturer Blames
Other Construction
Materials for Fire

A rconic, the manufacturer of the

Reynobond aluminium composite

material (ACM) panels cladding Grenfell

Tower, has blamed other materials on the

building for creating the conditions for the

disaster, including the use of polyethylene

(PE).

Giving evidence to the Grenfell Tower Inquiry

which finished the first phase of its hearings

in December, the company argued that it was

the building design, incorporating other

combustible materials, that led to the fire,

saying: “It was only the use of ACM PE in

combination with the other materials used in

the refurbishment at Grenfell, together with

the configuration of those materials, and the

other fire safety features (or lack thereof)

present in the building, that created the

conditions for the catastrophe.”

Freely burning

The company also blamed the use of PIR

insulation on the exterior, which, it says,

catches fire quickly owing to a low thermal

inertia, for the fire spreading to and igniting

the cladding system and preventing the fire

being put out quickly. However, expert

witness, Professor Bisby, had already given

his opinion that whether PIR insulation, or

another non-combustible insulation such as

mineral wool, was used on the building “that

would be hugely overshadowed by the fact

that you have polyethylene in the system

which is freely burning".

Phase One of the Inquiry, which began in

May 2018, heard evidence over 100 days.

Phase Two will involve examining the design

and four-year construction of Grenfell Tower,

the regulatory framework, and the role of local

authorities and government in overseeing it. It

is expected to start late in 2019. 

Industry Helpline and is aimed at construction

workers and their families. We recognise that not

everyone feels comfortable talking about their

feelings or personal situation, so the app helps

people to find out more information about how

they can perhaps help themselves or take the

next step in seeking professional help.”   

The Construction Industry Helpline app can be

downloaded on Google Play or the App Store. 

Russell Roof Tiles Secures £1m MOD Project

R ussell Roof Tiles has won its largest single

project in 5 years, delivering £1m worth of

pitched roof tiles and accessories for a £250m

Ministry of Defence (MOD) development,

currently underway on Salisbury Plain, Wiltshire. 

The development sees 917 homes built in,

Larkhill, Ludgershall and Bulford, due for

completion in Spring 2020. It is the largest ever

contracting scheme for project contractor, Lovell

Partnerships Limited, which appointed Russell

Roof Tiles as the sole roofing supplier. The

manufacturer created a specific delivery schedule

for all three sites, which provided Lovell with the

assurance and commitment it needed for such a

large-scale project. 

Russell Roof Tiles will supply tiles in two

different profiles from its Commercial Range -

Grampian in Slate Grey and Double Roman in

Terracotta, and a range of roofing accessories,

including Russfast Dry Ridge, Dry Verge system

and Vent Tiles for the project. 

Final Call for UK
Roofing Award Entries

The UK Roofing Awards continues its hunt for

the nation’s outstanding roofing projects.

Hosted by the National Federation of Roofing

Contractors (NFRC), the UK Roofing Awards 2019

takes place on 10 May 2019 at the

InterContinental London - The O2. The awards

are the highlight of the roofing industry calendar,

recognising and rewarding outstanding standards

of workmanship and technical excellence across

the roofing industry.

The awards scheme, which is in its 13th

consecutive year, is the most prestigious in the

roofing sector and celebrates the very best in the

industry across 14 categories. The categories

highlight beautiful structures, outstanding

workmanship, superior problem solving,

environmental qualities and contribution to the

built environment.

It will also see the return of the popular Industry

Choice Award, Local Hero Award, plus the

introduction of the Young Roofer of the Year

Award, which celebrates the achievements of the

industry’s newcomers. 

Entries can be submitted through a user-friendly

online system designed for busy contractors,

architects and others. 

James Talman, the NFRC’s CEO said,

"Regardless of the shape, size, budget or location

of the project, everyone’s participation is

welcome and multiple entries may be submitted.

Architects, specifiers and builders are also

eligible to enter providing they are working with

members of supporting trade associations. 

The deadline for entries is 26 January 2019. Visit

www.roofingawards.co.uk and submit your project

today.
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Russell Roof Tiles has already worked with

Lovell Partnerships to deliver 346 homes for

the MOD in Stafford in 2014 and 2015.

Commitment to quality

Rob Worboys of Lovell said: “Lovell were

attracted to Russell Roof Tiles for a number

of reasons, not least of which being their

commitment to producing quality products

within a sustainable and innovative

manufacturing environment, demonstrated

by their “Silver” membership of the Supply

Chain Sustainability School, an organisation

Lovell is pleased to support.

“Russell Roof Tiles’ track record of

successful delivery on our premier housing

schemes across a number of years was also a

major factor and the team have worked

closely with our operations team in planning

deliveries to meet our ambitious programme;

a great example of partnership working to

achieve mutual goals.” 

Carl Pryce Joins SPRA’s Leadership Team

The Single Ply Roofing Association (SPRA)

Council has welcomed Carl Pryce from

Maincare Roofing Ltd onto the leadership team. 

Maincare is a long-standing member of SPRA and

Carl has spent all his business career working

with single ply roofing systems. 

Carl said, “I believe I have a very good

understanding of the single ply industry – both

its positive and negative aspects. 

“SPRA works hard for its members and the wider

industry and I would like to encourage other

specialist single ply contractors to get more

involved with the organisation, and especially to

access the excellent training resources and

guidance material.” 

Cathie Clarke, CEO said, “Carl is a great advocate

for single ply roofing and I am delighted that he

will now be more centrally involved with the

organisation. 

“Carl joins other Contractor Representatives:

Brendan McNulty (Delomac) Tony Ferri (Briggs

Amasco) and Steve Shreeve (Swift Roofing) as the

four Contractor Representatives on the 12-strong

SPRA Council. 

“Their joint experience and knowledge is

formidable and a great asset to SPRA, particularly

as we now sit on a number of key 

decision-making and influential industry-wide

management groups, including those concerned

with CITB and CSCS.” 

UK’s Young Roofers Show Exceptional Skills in
World Championship

The NFRC UK Roofing Team, made up of four

young roofers, distinguished themselves at

the bi-annual IFD World Championship for Young

Roofers held in Riga, Latvia. 

Over three days, 31 teams from 11 countries

competed to demonstrate their technical

excellence in a range of roofing disciplines.

Working to a competition design specification, the

roofers were judged on their workmanship, use of

materials and accuracy in a range of disciplines,

with the NFRC UK Roofing Team competing in the

pitched roof and waterproofing categories.

Jake Hodge (County Flat Roofing) and Andrew

Hubbard (Briggs Amasco), who were mentored by

Jordan Lane of Lane Roofing, competed in the

waterproofing competition. Will Emerton

(Emerton Roofing) and Donal Harkin (D Harkin &

Son), with mentor and veteran roofer, Bob

Coutts, competed in the pitched roofing

category. 

Will and Donal’s work won them the overall

Presidential Award, the second time the UK has

won this prestigious prize in the six years it has

competed. 

Bob Coutts said: “The NFRC UK Roofing Team

demonstrated exceptional skills and expertise in

both categories over the three days and the

country can be proud of all the young roofers

representing their country at the highest level

against the best of the best.”

News
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SPV Group Lifesavers Rush to the Rescue of
Cardiac Victim

L ate last year, Adrian Beech, 59, the co-owner of

Westgate Metalwork Ltd was walking to the

car park behind SPV Group’s Head Office when he

suddenly collapsed.

Thanks to the quick-thinking and responsiveness of

both SPV Office Administrator, Lisa Jones, and

Office Manager, Joanne Bennett, as well as the use

of the SPV defibrillator, Adrian’s life was saved.  

Swinging into action, Joanne checked 999 had

been called and retrieved the company’s

defibrillator. Lisa, who is first aid trained, joined

Joanne as they rushed to Adrian’s assistance.

A bystander had already started performing CPR

and the ladies continually checked for a response

by shaking Adrian’s shoulder and asking if he could

hear them. With no answer, they prepared the

defibrillator for use.

The defib pads were put onto Adrian’s chest and

the machine began to analyse his heart rhythm,

showing a shock was needed. This was delivered,

followed by repeated CPR and mouth to mouth.

After a second analysis, another shock was given,

and this successfully revived Adrian before the

ambulance arrived taking him to New Cross

Hospital, Wolverhampton.

Joanne and Lisa said: “If we didn’t have the

defibrillator, the ambulance crew said it would have

been a very different story. We are thankful that SPV

7

has a defibrillator on site and that we were

trained in its use to enable us to do what we

did.”

Sudden cardiac arrest can happen at any time,

regardless of the patient’s age or current

health. The only effective treatment for victims

is CPR, delivered at the ratio of 30 chest

compressions to 2 rescue breaths and the use

of a defibrillator. If treatment is given within 5

minutes of the victim collapsing, their survival

chance increases significantly from 6% to 74%.

However, for every minute that treatment is

delayed, the victim’s survival chance

decreases by 10%. 

SPV Group director, Kate Whatley commented:

“We would encourage every business to

purchase a defibrillator and train staff in its

use. In this case - along with the quick

thinking of Joanne and Lisa - it was vital in

saving Adrian’s life.

“SPV Group is incredibly proud of Joanne and

Lisa and congratulate them both on their

heroism and bravery,” Kate said.

Adrian, and his three children, thanked his

saviours from his hospital bed and Defibshop,

which replaced the electrode pads used in

Adrian’s rescue, awarded the two women with

Lifesaver Awards.

CMO Appoints
Financial Officer

CMO, the leading UK online building

materials retailer, has appointed a new

finance chief. 

In the latest key appointment for the

company, Sue Packer joins the business from

RS Connect Group. Prior to that, she spent

five years as Finance and Operations Director

(UK) for Vodafone Automotive.

Chief Executive Officer at CMO, Andy

Dunkley, said: “We are delighted Sue is

joining our management board to take on the

leadership of our finance team. She brings

with her a wealth of experience and has a

strong track record to help us deliver our

future growth plans.”

Sue said: “I’m very

happy to join this high-

performance business

and look forward to the

next 12 months.”

CMO saw growth of

almost 50% and

achieved revenues of

£27m in 2017 as e-commerce continues to

win business, gaining market share from

traditional builders’ merchants. 

In October, CMO added doors to its range of

specialist online stores which already

supplies roofing, drainage and insulation. Its

flagship store, Roofing Superstore, a

trailblazer in the industry, will celebrate its

tenth anniversary in 2019. 

Mike Fell, partner at KCP who joined the

board at CMO following the private equity

firm’s investment, added: “CMO is a savvy,

online ‘disruptor’ and is really shaking up the

market. It has an extremely bright future

ahead having pioneered e-commerce in the

construction sector and succeeded in

establishing a trusted brand in a growing

market.”

SPV Group directors Howard and Adrian present

Joanne Bennett and Lisa Jones with flowers,

praising their extraordinary life-saving actions.

Danosa Appoints New Managing Director
Danosa, a UK provider of waterproofing and

insulation products, has announced the recent

promotion of James Buckley to the position of

managing director. International director at Danosa,

Esther del Río, said, “James has worked hard during

these three years to deserve this promotion. He has

consistently demonstrated such an excellent work

ethic, attention to detail, organization skills and

courage. In addition to this, his willpower and,

above all, his confidence and fantastic attitude, are

key reasons that have led us to have full confidence

in him and we are assured that he will rise

to the challenge.”

Manuel del Río, Danosa’s CEO added: “The

trust that he has shown us, along with the

desire to make Danosa a great company, are

some of the reasons why we have made this

deserved promotion. James thus brings a

wealth of experience and professionalism to

our company, and we are excited about his

new role and responsibilities.”

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
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S everal of the regional Roofing

Training Groups were awarded

additional funds in December 2018

from CITB to assist member

companies with funding towards

training. Courses for roofing

companies with less than 100

employees are also now being

offered free of charge, following the

CITB grant allocations.

With funding allocations to be

confirmed in January 2019, this

allows Roofing Training Groups to

deliver training with a value of over

£250,000, including grant. 

Denise Cherry, Training Officer for

Yorkshire Independent Roof

Training Group and director of the

Roofing Industry Alliance, pointed

out the successes of groups -

including: the Wales National Roof

Training Group with its Special

Apprenticeship Programmes; the

North West Roof Training Group

with industry promotions to schools

and ex-forces personnel; and the

Yorkshire Group’s own success in

supporting companies with funding

applications - as examples of best

practice in industry training which

continues to endorse and promote

roofing training throughout the UK.  

Courses Training groups report a

good demand for Site Safety Plus

courses, including SMSTS, SSSTS

and the one-day Health, Safety and

Environment course, with PASMA

and IPAF always popular. More

specialist courses in leadwork will

51

First Quarter Funding Bonus
for Roofing Training

Another Success Story for
Tom and the South West RTG

also be offered through this funding,

across several groups. Groups,

including Scotland and the North

East, also have funding to support

NVQs.

Proud to Promote Roofing There is

also support to promote exemplary

young people already in roofing, as

examples of those who are a credit

to the roofing industry through their

conduct, skills and professionalism.

Both Yorkshire and the Wales RTGs

will focus on the Proud to Promote

Roofing campaign, highlighting the

the industry to help with

recruitment and retention.  

Funds have also been made

available for the development of

lightweight, mobile roofing rigs to

be used for roofing career

promotional visits to schools.  

Group training officers across the

country are ready to help roofing

companies and welcome contact

from new or existing members who

are committed to further training

their teams. 

F ormer soldier, Tom Thompson

has received another accolade,

this time as winner of the Rising

Star category in the RCI Pitched

Roofing Awards 2018.  Tom is no

stranger to achieving such

recognition for his roofing skills.  In

June this year, Tom was awarded a

‘Highly Commended’ in the Pitched

Roofing category of the BMI

Redland Apprentice of the Year

competition, and he also came

second in the SkillBuild finals in

2017 with the judge’s

commendation.  

Tom’s career in roofing started after

time served in the army, when he

was taken on by Andy King of AL

King Roofing as an apprentice, via

the fully-funded CITB Specialist

Applied-Skills Programme

administered by the South West

Roofing Training Group (SWRTG),

and delivered by Alan Lander of

Rooftrain.  The training was a 23-

day programme, delivered over a 12-

month period with another 6

months to complete the

assessment.  Tom was awarded an

NVQ Level 2 Diploma in Roofing

Occupations – Roof Slater and

Tiler, and was able to apply for his

blue CSCS skilled workers card.

“Even back then, Tom had

something special – I was really

keen for him to represent the

SWRTG at SkillBuild and the

Apprentice of the year, and he did

himself, and us, proud” says Alan

Lander.

Tom has recently registered to

become an assessor with the help

of the SWRTG and CITB funding.

Alan adds, “Once Tom has gained

some experience, with the skills

from his army days and his passion

and enthusiasm for roofing, he will

be a natural at assessing and

teaching.  But whatever route Tom

chooses to take in the future, he

will be an inspiration and an asset

to the roofing industry.”

Heritage Roofing NVQ3 Specialist Applied
Skills Programme Dates for 2019

The Heritage Roofing NVQ3 Specialist Applied

Skills Programme programme is designed to

provide practical skills, theoretical knowledge and

a recognised qualification to craftspeople who are

preparing to specialise in heritage roof slating and

tiling.

Courses involve 30 off-site training days spread

over 12 months, with 6 months to complete the

NVQ3 Assessment. The SAP and assessment are

free for CITB registered companies, there’s no need

for grant or funding application forms and a short

duration course grant of £620 and a completion

grant of £600 are available. Eligibility criteria

applies.

Modules taught include Relay Heritage Roof

Slates, Replace Heritage Roof Coverings and

Repair Heritage roof Tiles.

Delivery of the course is divided between

classroom sessions, practical workshop sessions

and visits to sites of heritage projects.

Upcoming dates in Hereford:

31 Jan 19/20 Feb 19/20 March

23/24 April 21/22 May 18/19 June

23/24 July 20/21/22 Aug

Upcoming dates in Derbyshire:

10/11 Jan 7/8 Feb

More dates to be confirmed. 

For more information contact Lesley Hughes on

07817 641984.

L-R: Alan Lander, Tom Thompson and Andy King

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
https://roofgiant.com/
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I s it time to go ‘back to the floor’?

Those of us who are older than 40

probably well remember the BBC

‘Troubleshooter’ series that first hit our

screens in 1990. In it, Sir John Harvey-

Jones took business leaders (from small

and large companies) ‘back to the floor’.

This helped bosses to understand exactly

what was happening at the ‘coal face’.

Often, what they thought was happening,

wasn’t. As well as truly understanding

where and why quality and operational

standards were falling short of company

objectives, bosses that ‘walked the floor’

were not only better received and

appreciated by the workers, they were able

to see for themselves where standards were

not being met, or company policies not

being adhered to, and were able to take

immediate and positive action to improve

performance and bottom line.

Unannounced site visits are invaluable in

getting a true understanding of what is

happening on the ground. Greater visibility

of top management at the coal face is a

simple and effective way to gain strong

relationships with the workforce and

increase willingness to do things right.

Sometimes it is hard to justify time out of the

office, but I think the benefits far outweigh this.

Following through

A main contractor said to me recently “We’ve

solved the CSCS problem - why are we still

talking about it?” This view, I am sure, came

from a genuine belief that - because the

company had a policy that stated only CSCS

carded operatives would be allowed on all of

their sites - then that was what was happening

in the field. Many sites of course (particularly

the smaller ones) do not demand CSCS cards –

why not?

Of those that profess they do, many of the

contractors and operatives are still allowed on

sites either with the wrong card, or no CSCS

card at all. Are site managers not following

through on company policy because they have

deadlines to meet, and apparently no questions

to answer, if they flaunt the company rules? 

A strict CSCS policy, where everyone had to

hold a card that was endorsed with the relevant

qualifications, would drive training. Contractors

would be forced to invest in training and

qualifying the workforce, which would achieve

more than a better building. 

The Build UK annual CSCS smartcard check

has demonstrated the quick and effective way

CSCS Smartcards can ensure quality and

standards on site. It also highlights the effective

way that these cards can quickly and easily

identify fraud. Surely the quality of the building

takes a second place to health and safety? With

the CSCS card, you get the assurance of both

with a quick swipe on your smartphone or card

reader. Does photocopying of cards have any

place on a modern site?  

And what of cost? Cheap does not usually

mean cheerful when it comes to buildings. The

practice of ring-fencing significant funds to deal

with construction related problems post-

completion should be dropped in favour of

spending more in the first place! Is there

research to back up the anecdotal evidence that

suggests more is spent on fixing problems both

in time and money, than would have been spent

if specifications weren’t broken in the first

place? If not, it needs to be commissioned to

provide the facts that will change business

practice. Clients may be at the top of the food

chain in terms of making choices, but all

involved have a part to play in demanding

quality without compromise.

Value engineering

This naturally brings me on to ‘value

engineering’. A phrase rightly derided by Dame

Judith Hackitt, the practice should only be used

when the product to be substituted performs at

least as well as the one specified. Invariably a

cheaper product will not. What has been

specified has been specified for several reasons:

aesthetics, cost of course, but surely performance

is the key consideration here. Value engineering,

if undertaken, should only be carried out by

someone with the skills, knowledge and

understanding to make appropriate choices. Just

because a substitute product can be ‘got for half

the price from my own supplier’ is simply not

good enough. The reinstatement of the Clerk of

Works role with respect to identifying

unauthorised specification changes and

challenging build quality where appropriate

would certainly be a positive move. 

Site visits and audits are a central part of SPRA

membership. We know that this does not stop

problems occurring - we are yet to live in that

perfect world - but it does mean that members

make a serious commitment to quality and

measures are in place to address when standards

I wonder where we will be in June? Two years on from Grenfell, what real progress will we have

made? During 2018, SPRA had the honour of being selected to be involved with a number of

important initiatives, committees and boards focused on changing practices, standards and actions

as a result of the Hackitt Review, following the Grenfell disaster. As we do our bit to help the Industry

Response Group, Build UK, the CPA, CITB and CSCS on developing new initiatives or assisting in the

delivery of existing projects, consultations and review processes, there are some simple actions that

we can all take right now that will have immediate, significant and positive change in our industry.

“Is there research to back
up the anecdotal

evidence that suggests
more is spent on fixing
problems both in time

and money, than would
have been spent if

specifications weren’t
broken in the first

place?”

“Clients may be at
the top of the food
chain in terms of
making choices, 
but all involved
have a part to play
in demanding
quality without
compromise.”

are not met. Membrane members must also

demonstrate a commitment to training, and

control over installation of their products.

Recognising that more can be done to educate

installers and inspectors and improve quality,

they worked collectively to develop new online

training providing a simple way for everyone

working in the single ply industry to ensure they

have the correct knowledge to do a quality job.

And yet, I know that there is more that we can

do to assist members in ensuring quality in the

workplace, and we are working hard to develop

new support systems. In the same way, SPRA

members work together to produce some of the

Cathie Clarke, Chief Executive Officer of the Single Ply Roofing Association (SPRA)

best design and specification guidance available

in the industry - and they make it freely available

to all. Not all trade associations work in the same

way and we are pleased that the SPRA approach

is being used to inform the Hackitt Review work

streams that we are involved with.

There is plenty of best practice out there which

should be celebrated, and I expect we will be

doing just that at the annual SPRA Awards

taking place in June this year after our annual

conference. You and I are the construction

industry, so it’s up to us to make it the industry

we want it to be. 

So, I call on everyone working across

construction - not just roofing - to do a bit of

navel gazing. To really consider how they, and

everyone they influence, can take steps to

implement those controls, standards and policies

that are already available to us to improve

quality. Why race to the bottom for a fast buck

when, if we look at the bigger picture, we can

profit form the win-win situation that is waiting

for us just around the corner? |||

An Old Approach for the New Year? 
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Clay Tile Roofing

Shaking Off  the Mystique of 
Fixed-Gauge Clay Tiles

I t is sometimes assumed that fixed gauge clay

tiles are more difficult to install or that it takes

longer than variable, or ‘open’ gauge tiles.

However, the process of setting out is not so

different; even with variable-gauge concrete tiles

the number of courses from eaves to ridge must be

determined to ensure an even gauge.

Generally, there is a degree of adjustment in

Edilians clay tile headlaps.  Before work

commences, the batch of tiles on site should be

checked to determine their actual gauge and any

possible adjustment. Remember that clay tiles are

subject to small variations in sizes due to the

drying and firing processes.  Just lay a few out on

the ground or scaffold, for example, lay 10 tiles and

set them to their minimum gauge and take a

measurement.  Then, set the tiles to their

maximum gauge and take this measurement.  

John Mercer, Roofing Consultant

43

Rather than installing the tile battens at the

maximum or minimum tile gauge, I thoroughly

recommend that they are fixed at the mid-way

gauge, that is, so that the tiles’ interlocks are set

at mid-shunt (see above).  This will ensure that the

tiles will always sit properly, even allowing for

slight variations in tile size and batten gauge.

Setting out from eaves to ridge

Firstly, set the position of the eaves course batten

so that the tails of the first course tiles finish 45 to

50 mm over the gutter.  The top tiling batten at the

ridge should be set so that the ridge tiles will

cover the top course tiles by at least 75mm.

The distance between the eaves and top battens

can then be measured.  This distance is divided by

the gauge of the tiles to determine the number of

courses.  Of course, it is likely that this will

produce a gauge at which the tiles cannot be laid.

Depending on how close the measured gauge is

to the recommended gauge of the tiles, it may be

possible to slightly adjust the positions of the

eaves and top course battens, keeping in mind

the recommended overhang of the tiles at eaves

and the minimum headlap of the ridge tiles over

the top course tiles.

Having said above that it is best to set the tiles at

their mid-shunt gauge, if a roofer feels confident

that the gauge can be adjusted slightly, without

the risk of impinging on the maximum or

minimum shunt of the tile headlap, then this may

help to set out to full courses.

If in doubt, though, always set the courses at the

tiles’ mid-shunt headlap and if a cut course is

required, it is better, aesthetically, to cut the top

course tiles.  Cut off the top section of tile and

then re-drill a nail hole.  It may be necessary to fix

a double height top tile batten to set the angle of

the top tiles at the same pitch as the tiles below,

as shown in the illustration following.

Tip: Edilians clay tiles are extremely hard, so an

alternative method to drilling nail holes is to cut a

diagonal notch from the top of the tile, such that

a nail can be driven into the top batten through

the notch.  

Setting out across the roof

Careful setting out across the roof will ensure the

tile overhang is even at each end of the roof.

Tiles that are laid ‘cross-bonded’ such as the

Beauvoise and Graphite have tile-and-half tiles

and half tiles to aid setting out.  Cloaked verge

tiles are available in half tile and tile

widths, so the roofer can choose whichever

works out best to start and end with to

achieve the correct overhang at gable walls.  

The Edilians Double Panne S tile is very

cleverly compatible with the Single Panne

S, meaning that the roofer can choose to

start with either a double or single width

tile or to fit a single width tile adjacent to

the left-hand verge double roll tile to aid

setting out.  Similarly, when using cloaked

verge tiles with Double Panne S, a Single

Panne S tile can be introduced adjacent to

the cloaked verge to assist with coursing.

The ideal position is to set the cloaked

verge tiles close to the gable wall or

bargeboard.  However, if this not possible,

any resulting gap of more than 15mm wide

can be closed by installing fibre cement

boards under the tile batten ends, as shown

in the illustration above.  Make sure any

gap is distributed evenly between both

ends of the roof.

Cutting at hips and valleys

The fact that Edilians make tile-and-half

tiles for their flat interlocking tiles is a great

aid for cutting into hips and valleys by

ensuring that the cut pieces are large

enough to mechanically fix.  Similarly, when

using the Panne S tile, Double Panne S tiles

can be used for cutting into the hip and

valley, thus ensuring the cut tiles are as

large as possible, particularly at low roof

pitches. |||
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Interview

T here’s a glint in the eye of Anthony

Carlyle, the new managing director of

IKO plc, and it’s the glint of satisfaction.

Having worked in the IKO Group for over a

decade, Anthony explains the enormous

gratification of putting into effect long-held

ambitions for the business.

“The chance to change things and make a new

plan work is what I find most exciting. I’ve been

on the board for 13 years wanting to put my plan

in place, and now I’ve got a chance to do it,”

says Anthony, who’s been in post as MD for six

months. “We are now starting to see the benefit

of the changes; there’s a positivity about the

results.

“I didn’t realise I needed to be reinvigorated, but

I did. Now, I wake up every morning and think:

bring it on!”

Across the five areas of IKO plc, performance has

been historically uneven: “In some areas we’re

leading the market,” says Anthony, “but in

others we’re following slowly. It makes sense for

a new MD to make changes to ensure efficiency

across the business.” 

IKO’s most conspicuous change, and as a

natural extension to its comprehensive flat

roofing offer, was the opening in October 2018 of

its new PIR insulation factory in Alconbury,

Cambridgeshire. Parent company, IKO Group

takes responsibility for manufacturing, while

IKO plc oversees its sales. Anthony comments,

“I think the industry always welcomes 

high-quality manufacturers. And it’s welcomed

by our customers, who see Alconbury as the

missing piece of the jigsaw: there’s not that

many waterproofing manufacturers who have

everything.”

Meanwhile, Chesterfield-based IKO Polymeric,

started by Anthony in 2005, has, in 2018,

improved even on the previous year’s

phenomenal 30% growth rate – a result of

booming UK sales and export demand from the

European partner businesses that have been

established over the last five years.

Down the road, another IKO facility at

Grangemill which produces hot melt, mastic

asphalt and related products, is seeing similar

growth rates. “The overall story is really good:

lots of innovation, lots of traditional products as

well, combined with a strong team and

production efficiency. It all adds up to growth

rates off the charts,” says Anthony.

“We can now make everything in the UK, from

the vapour control layer to the waterproofing

layer and everything in between,” he explains.

For both these areas of the business, demand is

contractor-led. While Anthony sees IKO’s UK

manufacturing as a plus - offering both security

of supply for UK projects post-Brexit and minimal

carbon miles clocked up in transportation - it’s

not often cited as critical to securing orders. The

real driver of demand – as it is across the UK

pitched and flat roofing markets – is IKO’s ability

to offer a complete system with a single point of ||-

An Interview with Anthony Carlyle,
Managing Director of  IKO plc

accountability. “We take away the design responsibility and the risk

from clients and contractors. People like it,” Anthony explains.

The merchants and retailers aspect of the business is also performing

well against its budgets and plans, albeit it in a challengingly broad

market of customers with very varied needs.

But it is in the built-up roofing (BUR) area of the business that change

has been most focused in Anthony’s first six months as MD. This part of

the business is undergoing a rapid and deep restructure, as Anthony

states, to reflect “the needs of the market as it is now as opposed to the

market ten or twelve years ago.” 

“Some companies change quickly and some don’t. We need to be one of

the ones that change quickly.” This includes strengthening the key

account team for IKO’s supply chain framework agreements with main

contractors. Recruitment is underway for internal sales and technical

personnel, as well as a dedicated key accounts person. The BUR team is

enlisting a new member in the South East focused on developing

relationships with top contractors and high-level specifiers. A product

manager is also being appointed to oversee product development and

quality assurance. In all, the 300 strong workforce will swell by almost

ten per cent.

However, recruitment isn’t simple, as Anthony explains: “Finding the

right people, the right calibre of people with the same values as us, in it

for the long-term and willing to work hard, is a big challenge.

“Roofing is so niche, there’s no pool of skills to draw on. We often find

people with a construction background, bring them in and train them up

in roofing.

“We take away the design responsibility and
the risk from clients and contractors. 
People like it.”

-||
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“Over the years I don’t mind saying we’ve been a little fractured in the

business because it’s so diverse. A big part of what we’re trying to do is

integrate services. Our customer service is being centralised from four

areas to two and restructuring the technical team will help in it

becoming much more multi-disciplined to give a more rounded approach

to contractors. They don’t want to see two IKO people on the same

project – say one for hot melt and one for single-ply – they want one

person doing the inspections and reports. These are big changes: we’re

taking a technical team that’s decades old and asking them to change

their approach and learn new skills, be part of a new team. It’s a big

step, particularly for the single-ply guys who need to learn the very

different technology of BUR and mastic asphalt.

“There are numerous examples even just since I’ve been in this role

where we’ve been asked to find a solution which combines our

waterproofing technologies. With IKO’s resources we should always

have a solution to offer, we need to start thinking outside the box more.

“2019 is another, quite literally, multi-million-pound year of investment.

At Appley Bridge it’s about speed, efficiency, consistency, quality

control checking. At Grangemill it’s more about innovation, there’s new

ideas about offsite construction, prefabricated units. There’s not a lot

you can do with hot melt technically, but you can develop new products.

At Clay Cross we are making enhancements to the line to increase the

export range of PVC products for new markets.

“But this level of investment is not unusual at IKO. In fact, every year

since I’ve been here that’s what the family has done – invest for the

long-term – they really put their faith in what we’re doing here, and we

have to repay it.” |||

“I didn’t realise I needed to be
reinvigorated, but I did.
Now, I wake up every
morning and think: bring it
on!”
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Contractor Profile

“I really hate having to charge clients
again to put right shoddy work and
see them realise they’ve been
scammed; I’m sick of the cowboys
and I want to do something about
it.”

Fighting Back Against the Rogue Roofers

O ccasionally in life you come across

a new idea that seems so

blindingly obvious you wonder

why no one else has thought of it.

Before describing the idea in question, a

little context is needed.

It will be news to few readers that the

roofing industry has long been dogged with

a negative public image. For example,

research from the Federation of Master

Builders (FMB) in 2018 found that a third of

householders distrust tradespeople – with

the roofing profession ranking bottom, as

the least trusted trade. 

Newspapers regularly carry stories of rogue

roofers ripping off elderly and vulnerable

homeowners. With this in mind, some

roofing firms have put special policies in

place for when they visit vulnerable

customers, to ensure they can’t be

perceived as exploitative.

Other FMB research found that such public

perceptions of construction firms frequently

stop tradespeople being hired, costing the

UK economy about £10 billion a year.

Indeed, one survey found that 80% of

construction firms thought such poor public

perceptions were hampering their business

and, consequently, were in favour of a

licensing scheme. It’s a costly and sorry

state of affairs that reputable roofing

contractors are well aware of. 

Yet, the vast majority of roofing contractors

are professional, expert tradespeople who

are responsible and trustworthy.

Darren McGhee, 38, Managing Director of

Glasgow-based DMG Roofing & Building is

one roofing contractor who has had enough

of the poor press and is fighting back. 

“There’s nothing more heart-breaking than

going to an elderly person’s home and

having to tell them that the work they’ve

already had done on their roof, which may

have cost thousands, was not up to

standard and their roof is still leaking,” says

Darren. 

“I really hate having to charge clients again

to put right shoddy work and see them

realise they’ve been scammed; I’m sick of

the cowboys and I want to do something

about it,” he says.

Darren’s inspired idea was to launch a roof

maintenance scheme called My Roof Care

in 2017. Home occupiers sign up to the

scheme for 12 months at a cost of £12.99 a month. For

that, they get two maintenance visits a year when their

roofs are checked, gutters cleaned and any work needed is

carried out free of charge up to a value of £500.

It's proved a popular idea in Glasgow with sign-ups in

triple figures within the scheme’s first year. Darren reports

that its often adult children signing up their elderly

parents to the scheme to stop them being prey to the

opportunistic scammers that come to their parents’ door. 

Commercial organisations are getting in on

the act too, with care homes, garages,

schools and businesses wanting the

assurance that their roof maintenance is

taken care of by a reputable and qualified

roofing contractor for a fixed fee.

Darren is also in talks with some big Scottish

manufacturers and hotel groups to agree roof

maintenance contracts across the

businesses’ premises, offering them bespoke

packages.

So how does the scheme pay? 

“We do an initial inspection and bring the

roof up to standard if necessary. It’s all about

volume and numbers,” says Darren. “We

schedule up to 20 residential properties a day

for a visit and work on a six-month calendar.”

“None of it would have been possible

without introducing some mobile workflow

management technology to ensure it all

operates efficiently and seamlessly. We now

give each of the lads a tablet with a list of

their jobs for the day. Using Workpal

software, our roofers take before and after

photos, get client sign off and upload the

record back to the office. There’s minimal

actual paperwork.”

Now, the plan is to extend My Roof Care

across the UK with a franchise model. As a

roofing contractor, you might wonder why

you shouldn’t just set up a scheme of your

own.

Darren wryly comments: “I fully expect that,

as our scheme gets more known, we will get

copycats. But, being part of the My Roof Care

brand means other contractors get the benefit

of the £100,000 marketing investment we’ve

got coming in 2019 to consumers. We’ve got

Dom Littlewood as the voice of My Roof Care

on radio advertising, van branding, print

advertising, and bespoke technology all in

the mix. 

“Basically, it means that any contractor

investing in a My Roof Care franchise can be

ready to go within a few weeks and able to

focus on what they know - the roofing -

rather than spending months setting up their

business.

“It may be quite a leap for some roofers. The

principle behind My Roof Care is

transparency. We need to show our clients

that we’ve got nothing to hide. That means

lots of social media, photo evidence of work,

transparent costing. It’s only the cowboys

that hide in the dark,” adds Darren. |||

A family from Luton who were left with no

doors, windows or heating after a

cowboy builder and his team abandoned

works, were thrilled by the generosity of a local

roofing company.

Luton-based, BPL Roofing Ltd came to the rescue

of the family after the contractor’s Operations

Manager, Emily Stratton, spotted a Facebook

post about the disastrous project. The post

described how the Malik family had given their

builder thousands of pounds who then stopped

work mid-project and became uncontactable. It

provoked numerous outraged comments

sympathising with the family about the lost

money and the state that the house was left in.

“After seeing the post, I felt extremely bad for the

family and spoke to our director, Ben, about it,

with the hope that if we offered to help, other

trades would follow,” said Emily. 

Vital extension

The family were originally quoted £48,000 for a

ground and first floor extension on their five-bed

property. The extension was vital for Anna’s 23

year-old disabled brother, who was recently told

he will soon be immobile. However, after handing

over £38,000, the building work stopped, leaving

walls half demolished, piles of rubble, and

windows removed and left open to the elements.

Anna, along with her brother and father, were

given little choice but to sleep in their living

room to try to stay warm.

The family, who had recently moved to the area,

found the Luton-based builder online and, after

the recommendation of a well-known local

architect, signed a contract in February 2018 for

work to begin. 

Anna said, “Once we had signed the contract

they began knocking through my brother’s

bedroom upstairs and the kitchen downstairs.

We’re a busy family so we gave them keys to our

house for the times we were out, but whenever

we were around we would always make sure

they were looked after.”

Dangerous and shoddy

The builder’s dangerous and shoddy

workmanship soon became apparent when Anna

returned from work one day to find a leaking gas

pipe that had simply been concreted over and a

roof leak that left water dripping onto their

kitchen cooker. Although the family addressed

the issues with the builder at the time, they were

told that more money was needed for extra

materials to fix the problems. 

During the four months that the builder worked

on the house, two of the team disappeared

from the job, leaving just two others to carry

out the extensive plans. The project was

eventually stopped in its tracks by Building

Control, which found that the weight of the

roof was left resting on one single wall and

could have collapsed at any moment. 

The report from Building Control was the last

straw for Anna, who took to Facebook to air

her grievances to friends and family. Once the

post had been picked up by Emily from BPL

Roofing, the company’s director, Ben Large,

went to meet the family to agree on plan of

action to put right all the damage done. 

After the roof had been reinforced, Ben and his

team of six completed the roofing works within

two days, free of charge. The work was made

possible due to the generosity of Watts Roofing

Roofing Heroes Rescue Family from
Cowboy Builder Nightmare

Supplies and Fascia Soffit and Glazing - both

donating enough materials to re-roof the house.

Shane Watts, Director at Watts Roofing Supplies

said: “We were contacted by BPL, and we knew

we had to help this family in need. We are proud

of our values as a company, and we are pleased

to have supported this positive cause.”

Anna says that BPL Roofing has restored her

faith in the industry: “I don’t know how we

could ever repay the roofers. We didn’t even

know them and they came and helped us in our

time of need. We’re just so thankful that there

are still people like Ben and his team out there.”

The family are currently hoping to get the

remainder of the building work completed by

reputable tradespeople. Once the work is

finished, they plan to take the cowboy builders

to court in the hope that it will prevent other

homeowners suffering at their hands in future.

BPL Roofing Ltd came to the rescue, putting right the appalling

work left by the cowboy builders.
The cowboy builder’s shockingly bad

roofing work left the roof leaking.

|||

The kitchen was left open to the elements when the windows

were removed, with piles of rubble heaped in the corners.

Walls were removed leaving the roof

unsupported and the family exposed

to the winter weather.

Roofing News
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Supporting Roofing Students at College
Through their Apprenticeships
In 2019 Cupa Pizarras is providing support to five colleges with slate roofing sponsorships. In this first article of a series on

the progression of roofing students through the academic year, Roofing Today finds out what Cupa’s support means to

the colleges’ staff and students. 

L isted amongst the UK’s top construction

and roofing colleges and recommended to

Cupa Pizarras by the National Federation

of Roofing Contractors (NFRC), the five colleges

were chosen due to the outstanding achievements

of their students. Regularly participating in the

WorldSkills finals – which Cupa Pizarras also

sponsors - Leeds College of Building (LCB),

Newcastle College, Edinburgh College, Dundee

and Angus College, and South Devon College

were selected for sponsorship.

Julian Gomez, Director of Marketing from Cupa

Pizarras explains: “We chose the colleges in the

hope they will take full advantage of the

sponsorship and it will benefit apprentices as

they set out to work in the industry. 

“As a roofing manufacturer, we understand the

importance of excellent craftsmanship, and with

restricted budgets in education and the

construction sector alike, its more crucial than

ever to find ways to ensure future roofers are

adequately prepared.”

The CPD that’s offered free of charge with the

sponsorship, is the RIBA approved seminar, The

Definitive Natural Slate CPD. It covers everything

a roofing professional needs to know about

natural slate, including its production process,

from quarry excavation to roof installation.

Incentives

Chris Messenger, Lecturer of Roof Slating and

Tiling at LCB commented, “Over my sixteen years

at the college, I have seen many roofing

apprentices pass through LCB. Cupa Pizarras has

been fundamental to the growth of our

apprentices who benefit from the company’s high

standard CPDs. Cupa ensures slates are available

for LCB apprentices to train with and this means

students are able to confidently complete their

practical end tests. The company also provides

further incentives to support and encourage

student development, such as branded polo tops,

an annual slate trophy and regular trips to the

Cupa Pizarras slate quarries in Spain.”

Alan Bessford, Programme Lead at Newcastle

College, describes how manufacturers offering

this support and product knowledge is a valued

asset to students’ journeys: “They get hands-on

experience with the products, which is also

supported by CPD theory sessions from the

manufacturer, giving the learners a diverse

understanding of the products and the benefits

of using them in an ever-changing market. It

allows students to achieve their goals to the

best of their ability. This has proved to be very

valuable – which was demonstrated just

recently in Worldskills Live 2018, where two of

our roof slating and tiling apprentices went on

to achieve silver (Jordan Condren) and bronze

(David Crank) medals.” 

Robert Wood, Lecturer in Roofing at Edinburgh

College agrees that the sponsorship is vital to

students’ progress through college, as it allows

them to complete units using materials of the

highest quality.

The CPD offered to students is presented by

Cupa Pizarras employees - experts in the

industry - who give students the industry

insight and tools needed to ensure problem-free

slate installation. The CPD looks at standards,

testing and quality control, as well as the

composition of natural slate. 

“It is great to feel that we have the support of

our industry supplying top quality product for

students to use on a weekly basis,” says Steve

Dowell, Roofing Lecturer at South Devon

College. 

“The impact on the course has been

exceptional, as the apprentices now realise that

there is an opportunity for four of them to visit

Spain and see the Cupa Pizarras quarries. This

has stimulated some healthy competition

within the class for a spot on this trip, which

has led to improved attendance, detail to

finish, and written course work being

completed to a high standard.”

Gary Gordon, Senior Roofing Lecturer at

Dundee and Angus College said, “The

financial impact from budget reductions in the

last five to six years has had a major effect on

the quantity of training material colleges can

purchase. This would have a huge impact on

the quality of teaching and training the

students receive, if it weren't for the generosity

of manufacturers donating training material for

the students to work on.

“Due to the wastage of material from first year

students, from breaking slates to not cutting or

dressing correctly and holing incorrectly, the

donation of these slates means students are

able to keep practising until they are

competent with their slating tools and know

how to set roofs out properly. This then allows

them to carry out their assessments on slating

using all new materials, which is something

stipulated in the college’s and training centre’s

assessment strategy.

“Without the very generous donations from

manufacturers, I believe a number of colleges

and training providers would have to cut back

on the delivery of roofing qualifications, due to

the financial implications of running courses.

This sponsorship means we can provide the

best for our students.” |||
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Roofing Insurance

W ith so much uncertainty for

businesses across the board

and the pressure Brexit may

put on roofing contractors in terms of

access to skills, material costs and

quality control, getting your house in

order from an insurance perspective will

leave one less task to worry about and

help future-proof your business.

Roofing contractors face a multitude of

risks every day, so here are some tips to

help you select and manage the

insurance cover that you need.  

1Work with a broker. One who really

understands your business and the

contracting and roofing industry. 

2Full disclosure. Explain to your

broker the full range of risks you

face and your systems of work. Any

business seeking insurance has a legal

duty to make a full and fair presentation

of their business to an insurer. This is

done via your broker and your broker

will explain what you need to do.   

3Know your limits. Your insurance

policy is a contract which details

what is covered, what is excluded,

financial limits, control measures

required and other terms and conditions.

Your broker will discuss these with you

– they are important aspects of the

protection that your insurance will give

you and that you need to fully

understand.

4A change in business is a change in

risk. It is vitally important that you

update your broker of any changes in

your business.  Don’t wait until renewal.

Ideally, discuss any changes with your

broker in advance of them happening.

5 ‘A’ rated? Check the financial

strength of your chosen insurer.

Insurers receive ratings from credit

ratings agency based on financial

analysis of the company and its

operations.  

6 Check your subcontractors’ cover. If

you are using bona fide

subcontractors it’s vital to check the

insurance cover that they have in place

is adequate for the work that they are

undertaking for you. 

7Compliance for every contractor.

Ensure that everyone involved with

your project is made aware of and

understands their responsibilities for

safety and the necessity to comply with

any specific insurance policy conditions

or requirements. Remind them on a

regular basis and as part of toolbox

talks.

8Audit trail. Ensure you keep

comprehensive records of all the

training given and instructions about

contracts, and incident reporting.

Ideally, signed paper (or electronic)

records should be maintained.  You

should report all incidents to your broker

who will give you support and guidance

about any steps that you may need to

follow in connection with your

insurance.

9Site safety assessments. Prior to any

work being undertaken at a given

site, risk assessments and method

statements must be shared with

workers to ensure that they are aware of

risks, control measures and the personal

protective equipment needed.     

10Legal expenses insurance. With

the cost of legal disputes in UK

construction at an all-time high and

tribunal cases rising sharply in the past

year, consider the value of legal

expenses insurance specifically

designed for the contracting market. The

ECIC legal expenses insurance product

is available as an add-on to the ECIC

commercial combined policy. It includes

cover for trade supply contract disputes,

construction contract disputes, trade

registration protection and trade

operator’s licence disputes as well as

trade and engineers regulatory

protection.  

These top tips will assist you when

selecting or reviewing your insurance

cover and related practices.  At ECIC we

are pleased to work closely with the

National Federation of Roofing

Contractors, and offer a ‘Complete

Roofer’ policy to its members and the

CompetentRoofer certification scheme. 

Ten Top Tips for Arranging Watertight 
Insurance for Roofing Contractors

9

There may be more interesting things in life than arranging your insurance cover! However, at this time of

year, when adverse weather may call a halt to work, it makes sense to spend some time revisiting your

cover and the processes in place to protect you and your customers should anything go wrong.  Here,

Richard Forrest Smith, CEO at specialist UK insurer, ECIC, provides top tips for roofing contractors

arranging and managing insurance. 

|||
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“Companies, under
EU Regulation, are
required to fully trace
their supply chains,
right back to where
the timber has been
harvested.”

W ith Brexit around the

corner, more and more

houses being built, and

timber becoming an increasingly

popular and necessary building

material, it is crucial to be sure of

the provenance and quality of the

timber you are using.

The sustainability benefits timber

offers are well known, meaning its

popularity and demand are only

likely to increase. A recent report

from the Royal Academy of

Engineering even suggests that

building a new generation of timber

buildings would help the UK meet

Paris Agreement sustainability

targets. With increasing popularity,

however, comes the threat of illegal

logging, deforestation, and a

potential influx of unsustainable,

poor quality timber. 

The EU Timber Regulation (EUTR),

now just over five years old, has

been one of the key defences against

this. Encouragingly, it has largely

helped to prevent illegal timber from

entering the EU market and helped

international efforts to halt

deforestation, protect nature and

fight climate change. 

As recently as 2016, however, a

Swedish Court ruled that Almtra

Nordic was breaching the EUTR for

importing tropical wood from

Myanmar without properly

assessing the risk that it had been

logged illegally. The case set an

important precedent, that

companies, under EU Regulation,

are required to fully trace their

supply chains, right back to where

the timber has been harvested. It’s

an important reminder that, quite

rightly, chain of custody is being

closely monitored. 

Thankfully, it’s likely that the UK

will remain committed to EU

FLEGT following Brexit, although it

will be known by its UK name:

Timber and Timber Products

Regulation. It remains vital,

however, that those buying, and

sourcing timber remain vigilant. 

As well as sustainability and

quality, you need to guarantee

supply assurance in uncertain times.

You need to be sure, following the

UK’s departure from the EU on 29

March 2019, that you can source the

right, sustainable wood in the right

quantities at the right time. 

You can do this by being a

responsible buyer. Be aware of

where your wood is coming from

and make note of the forestry

company’s sustainability policy. Are

they reputable? Do they have

ownership of their supply chain, as

per EUTR, from seed to sapling, to

harvesting and beyond? Be mindful

that forest-owners with complete

end-to-end control of their supply

chain and a strong UK distribution

network are more likely to be

insulated by fluctuations in timber

supply, and therefore able to offer

greater supply assurance.

Sustainability with quality

Sustainability comes hand-in-hand

with quality, so be sure to ask your

merchant for the appropriate chain

of custody certification. This will

have been given to your merchant

by the importers. It should be the

obligation of responsible roofers to

check that the timber they are

purchasing originates from a

sustainable source. Crucially, if it is

PEFC and FSC-certified then you

can be confident of its sustainability

credentials. 

Remain Vigilant When Sourcing Your Timber

Most timber will carry certification

and grade marks. If there are no

grade marks, the timber must not be

used for structural purposes. If you

have any doubts, note the grade

stamp details and contact the

UKTGC. 

Checking moisture content

You should also check that the

timber you are purchasing has an

average moisture content of 20 per

cent or less, with no single piece

exceeding 24 per cent. The benefits

of using timber with the correct

moisture content are numerous:

greater strength, easier handling and

transportation, better machining,

and less shrinking and distortion, to

name just a few. 

For these reasons, it’s important to

be sure that the merchants you are

purchasing from are trustworthy. All

reputable merchants will carry chain

of custody and typically stock both

British Standard 5534 and/or Type A

grades of roofing batten.

Why is this important? As I say,

sustainability and quality come

hand-in-hand. If your timber has

been slow-grown to full maturity

then not only has it fully benefited

the environment, but it will be

straighter and stronger, less prone to

twisting or bowing, and have fewer

knots and imperfections.

Jeremy English, UK Sales Director at Södra, Sweden’s largest

cooperative of forest-owners, explains why, more than ever, it

is so important to source and use the very best sustainable

timber in the roofing supply chain.

||-
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25Sourcing Timber continued

Quality timber provides you with

the reassurance that what your

building is high-quality and going to

last. Failure to use quality,

sustainable timber might mean that

it rots, and tiles may not fix to

battens properly, for example. There

is a direct correlation between

quality of batten and the service life

of a roof. If you don’t invest properly

in the foundations of a project, then

what’s on top will not perform

properly. 

Moreover, some top tile

manufacturers will only warrant

their product if it has been fixed on

British Standard graded batten. They

recognise the importance of using

top quality timber – it’s what

underpins their warranty. One of the

crucial reasons why the British

Standard was introduced was to

provide peace of mind and a

benchmark for quality that roofers,

housing developers, and tile

manufacturers can rely on. 

Being a responsible purchaser of

timber can not only help you

guarantee a first-class job but

enhance your reputation and restore

consumer confidence. Higher quality

timber also means less cast-offs and

wastage – all of which bolsters your

bottom line.

-||

|||
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Vitally, if you’re working on a

project that is reliant on ethical

funding, you will need to provide

proof of sustainability. It’s therefore

the roofing manufacturer’s

responsibility to produce

documentation that demonstrates

the use of fully compliant, PEFC

and FSC-certified timber. Failure to

do so risks the funder saying,

“that’s not the standard we

approved”, and requesting that the

non-compliant timber is removed. 

Take care when sourcing your

timber. It won’t let you down if you

do.

8

|||
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Roofing Training 

49

L et’s hope that Steve Sterry received

a new Sat Nav for Christmas! As

an NVQ assessor for Ipswich-based

Eastern Region Roof Training Group

(ERRTG), Steve certainly gets through the

miles with his job. His role takes him to

sites as far afield as Kent,

Northamptonshire and London, as well as

those closer to home. “If you want to

assess the apprentices on the job, then

you have to go to where the work is. Thing

is, you often have to do that journey four

or five times - especially if the apprentice

is working on a pitched roof,” he explains.

It can mean early starts and late finishes,

but Steve accepts that is part of the job.

“There is a shortage of NVQ assessors in

the region so that has an impact. At the

moment it just means more work for those

of us who are qualified to do the job.”

When he’s not assessing the apprentices

Steve can be found at ERRTG’s training

centre where the seven-strong team

provide training for both students and

company employees. The training group

provides a cross section of courses

catering for both pitched and flat roofing,

while also offering NVQ’s up to level 6 for

those who want to get into construction

management.

ERRTG’s work is clearly paying off – it

provided no less than five finalists for

BMI’s Apprentice of the Year 2018

competition – but Steve is not surprised.

“Our young students are really

conscientious. Take Joe, for example, he

would regularly stay behind for a couple

of hours working on details until he got it

right.”

Steve also speaks of the culture of

ERRTG, which is very supportive, and

friendly - yet still demanding of its

students. 

“We try to combine learning with a bit of

fun. There’s a chill-out area, which the

students enjoy with a pool table and table

tennis. Downtime isn’t just for games

though - we had a group re-roof their own

classroom not a long ago. They didn’t do

a bad job either!”

He is also keen that the classroom is

where students can devote 100% of their

energies to learning. “With a typical

apprenticeship there is a tension between

being productive and learning when

you’re on site. If a company is funding

you then clearly it wants you to do the

job – at the same time as learning on the

job. I often see how attitudes differ

between companies who do a job on a

day rate and those who are doing a job on

price. When money’s at stake,

understandably there can be more

pressure on getting the job done.” 

His dealings with local companies have

also thrown up some interesting

observations regarding training: “I’d say

that about 60% of the roofing companies I

deal with are keen to invest in training

and it’s apparent when you visit them

who they are. Those that do it tend to

have better run sites, the supervisors are

helpful and some even ask for feedback

about their apprentices. That’s a

refreshing approach.”

Roofing Today caught up with Steve Sterry, tutor to Joe Burgess who

was highly commended in the flat roofing category of the BMI

Apprentice of the Year 2018 competition.

Delivering the Eastern Promise

However, the same can’t be said of

manufacturers, whom Steve believes could

do more to promote training and

apprenticeships: “Many companies will

donate product, for which we are very

grateful, and they will train students to

use their product. That is not the same as

promoting the need for training in general.

The exception of course is BMI, initially

through its BMI Redland Apprentice of the

Year and then its BMI Icopal competition.

These events have raised the bar and

given us the opportunity to enter our

students. And believe me these are tough

competitions, which is why I was so

proud of Joe for what he achieved.”

Joe is now coming back to do a singly ply

course at ERRTG as a result of asking

Steve for his views on the best covering

for a concrete slab roof as part of his work

for Waveney District Council.

“I’d like to think that any of our former

students can come to us for advice.

Hopefully it is a sign that we have taught

them well!” he says. 

For those students who are about to join

in April and undertake roofing and slating

or built-up bitumen courses, it seems that

they couldn’t be in better hands. |||

“I often see how attitudes differ between
companies who do a job on a day rate
and those who are doing a job on price.” 

2
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Tony Burke, Managing Director of Avonside Group Services

L atest statistics report that

two construction workers a

day take their own lives. That

equates to 730 colleagues, customers

or friends that we lose to suicide

annually. That means that, while you

are reading this article, somebody

within our industry (a colleague,

client or friend) is close to the edge

and about to take their own life.

And yet, where is the outcry? Where

is the anger, and where are the

solutions to this problem – and

when, as an industry are we going

to take ownership?

Because, if those statistics don’t

shock and shame everybody who

works within our great industry,

then that is a massive indictment

and stain on our collective character.

This is an issue that is actively

affecting thousands of people a year

in construction alone. Because, in

addition to the torment those 730

souls must suffer, they will each

have family, friends and colleagues

who will all suffer.

Unfortunately, suicides are the apex

of an even wider phenomenon of

mental health issues in our sector.

Mental health is being treated with

greater levels of acceptance and

openness – thanks largely to the

patronage of the younger members

of the Royal family, and the

fantastically open role model, for

fellow mental health sufferers,

Tyson Fury provides.

Someone else’s issue

But we shouldn’t fall into the trap

that this is someone else’s issue;

one in four people in the UK will

experience some form of mental

health issue each year and the

trend is increasing.

A Matter of  Life and Death 

Whilst we cannot expect ordinary

people to be experts in the

treatment of such conditions as

anxiety, depression, bi-polar, OCD

and post traumatic stress, we can

all become more aware and

sympathetic, and we can all ensure

that the environment in which we

work - where, afterall, we spend

most of our day - is less aggressive

and adversarial and less likely to

contribute to those dreadful

statistics.

The news is not all bad There is far

more non- judgemental discussion

in the national media, and this helps

promote more open admission to

suffering from some of these

conditions – always a vital first step

on the path to dealing with the

issues that arise.

There are organisations that are

available to help and support

sufferers. Obviously the NHS is one,

but, in our own industry, I’d like to

draw your attention to the excellent

Lighthouse Charity Club, the

“We can all help on an individual level just by noticing changes in
colleague’s behaviour and being prepared to discuss observations with
them; talking is always a positive first step.”

industry’s own supporting charity

which provides first-rate material to

highlight both the size of the

problem and also a wealth of

practical coping strategies and

mechanisms.

Their helpline is 0345 605 1956 and

the recently launched Construction

Industry Helpline app is a great

initiative that makes support even

more accessible. There is also a

network of clubs across the country,

details of which are available on the

Lighthouse website:

www.lighthouseclub.org.

We can all help on an individual

level just by noticing changes in

colleague’s behaviour and being

prepared to discuss observations

with them; talking is always a

positive first step. In a still male-

dominated industry, talking about

these issues can be the first, and

hardest, part of getting support. 

We also need to move with the

times and get away from the overtly

macho image of the builder. We can

talk to each other in a professional

manner – even at times of extreme

challenge. We can each take

personal responsibility.

12

OUT NOW – THIRD EDITION OF FTMRC

GUIDE TO GOOD PRACTICE
One of the principle objectives of

the Federation of Traditional Metal

Roofing Contractors is to improve

the workmanship standards of

installation and widen the technical

design knowledge necessary to

protect the integrity of an

installation.

The FTMRC was therefore

determined to collate and publish a

comprehensive technical Guide to

Good Practice in Fully Supported

Metal Roofing and Cladding, which

was first published in 2007 and

updated in 2012.

In 2019 an even better, much

extended and improved third

edition is now available in

laminated hardback and in digital

format suitable for PCs, laptops,

tablets and smartphones.

Containing over 160 pages of

technical information, more than 150

illustrations, plus tables, charts and

full colour photographs, this

essential guide for designers and

installers is set out in tabbed, 

easy-to-read sections which cover

the general detailing requirements

for aluminium, copper, galvanised

and stainless steel and zinc roofing

and cladding.

For further information please visit

the website at www.ftmrc.co.uk,

email info@ftmrc.co.uk, or call

01342 301627.

40

Whilst the main drivers in this

situation are individual kindness,

there is also a strong business

logic to addressing employee’s

mental health needs. It is

estimated that up to one fifth of

worker absences are related to

mental health issues. Just imagine

what a productivity boost would

result if we could help people who

suffer.

I have pledged the support of

Avonside Group to sponsor the

Lighthouse Club, and I would

encourage you all, as companies or

individuals, to find ways to

support the fight against these,

often debilitating, mental health

conditions that can be every bit as

damaging as physical illnesses,

but, alas, often go unseen and

untreated. We need to raise

transparency levels.

United community

Thirty or so years ago, as a

collective construction community,

we united to address the

unacceptably high level of

fatalities within our industry,

which at the time meant our

workplace was more hazardous

than mining, serving in the Armed

Forces or policing.

Whilst we must continue to

improve and remain vigilant in

this area, it’s safe to say that

collectively we did a tremendous

job in raising safety standards to

levels we, who work in the

industry, are entitled to expect.

We now need to embark upon a

similar journey to counter the

mental health epidemic. |||
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Pitched Roofing Feature

P itched roofs come in a variety of

designs, from simple two-sided

slopes to more complex shapes

combining hips and valleys. This makes a

pitched roof an incredibly versatile option in

comparison with other roofing methods and

means that the roof can be used as an

extension of the building’s overall design. 

A variety of materials can be used on a

pitched roof for example CUPA PIZZARRAS

natural Spanish slate, which is produced in

a wide range of shapes and sizes that allow

for a variety of aesthetic options. In a

historic environment especially, a pitched

roof is an easy way to create a traditional

aesthetic in keeping with the surrounding

area.

Furthermore, pitched roofs are more

protected against damage in the case of

adverse weather. Built to withstand snow,

ice, water and wind, their angular structure

makes them stronger and more stable than

flat or low angled roofs. 

While pitched roofs are generally more

expensive, they are a worthwhile

investment, as choosing a pitched style can

considerably increase the longevity of the

roof and reduce maintenance costs. Flat

roofs require constant draining system

maintenance to prevent against leaks.

However, with a pitched roof there is a

reduced chance that standing water will

develop and penetrate the roof surface.

Generally, the steeper the pitch, the longer

the roof will last as it is not only sturdier,

but the steeper incline improves overall

water resistance. The longevity of the roof

can also be improved with the use of

natural slate which has a lifespan of up to

100 years, with minimal maintenance. 

Opting for a pitched roof can also provide

cost-effective additional space, especially

for a new build. Without the need to add an

entire additional floor, a well thought-out

pitched roof can provide additional rooms

or extra loft space depending on

requirements. Even if not required at the

time, providing that space can allow for a

Pitched Performance
Pitched roofing is often associated with a traditional, historic appearance; however,

opting for a pitched roof can also achieve a wide range of benefits in terms of

efficiency, sustainability and durability. Here, Steve Pearson at CUPA PIZARRAS talks

through the potential benefits of opting for a pitched roof. 

conversion of the loft space at a later date,

so the pitch angle of any roof should be

carefully considered. 

With regards to thermal ability and

insulation, pitched roofs are far easier to

insulate and there are more options to

choose from, including whether to have a

warm or cold loft. Flat roofing insulation

systems often require specific professional

assistance unlike most pitch roofing

insulation systems which can be easily

installed by the roofing contractor. 

Pitched roofs can also be considered an

eco-conscious choice as the most

sustainable and ecological roofing option.

Not only do pitched roofs have a longer

life span than other methods but many

roofing tiles and slates also boast

superior sustainable credentials. For

example, CUPA PIZARRAS slate is a

natural product with a very low

environmental impact, with production

using less energy and water and causing

less pollution than any other roofing

material on the market.  

Furthermore, pitched roofs allow for the

easy reuse of rainwater as the external

drainage system is simple to modify and

redirect in comparison with those used

on flat roofs. Products like natural slate,

which are produced without using any

chemical products, have no effect on

water quality, allowing for the easy and

safe reuse of rainwater where necessary. 

In addition, solar panels are easily

integrated into the structure of a pitched

roof, allowing for renewable energy

generation to further increase the

efficiency of a home. CUPA PIZARRAS’

Thermoslate roof solar collectors are even

more easily integrated, as the only solar

system on the market to use the

properties of natural slate to convert

sunlight into energy to produce heating

and hot water. Capable of naturally

heating 50 litres of water per day and

reducing CO2 emissions, integrated

Thermoslate can blend seamlessly with

any slate roof design, allowing

homeowners to make the most of their

pitched roof.

A roof is one of the most important parts

of any building, impacting the energy

efficiency of the building and the

building’s aesthetic as well.  A

longstanding option, a pitched roof

remains the most common solution to

ensure maximum protection and

reliability with a broad range of design

options available. If we combine the

technical and aesthetic properties of

pitched roofs with those of CUPA

PIZARRAS natural slate, the result is an

unbeatable long-lasting and sustainable

line of defence for any building. |||

For more information on CUPA PIZARRAS

natural slate, visit www.cupapizarras.com/uk.

“A pitched

roof is an

easy way to

create a

traditional

aesthetic in

keeping with

the

surrounding

area.”
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Eco Environmental Feature

food they will drop the stones from a great height

in an attempt to open them. This is behaviour

they copy from observing their parents, occurring

all year round and each pebble should be logged

as a ‘near miss’ incident.

Falling pebble ballast is an obvious health and

safety risk to the general public and all who use

the buildings and surrounding areas such as car

parks and outside space areas on a daily basis -

as an example the most attractive ballast size

found dropped measures between 20mm -75mm.

W hat’s the problem with pebble ballast

roofing?

m Smashed Glass Roofs

m Cracked PV Panels

m Broken Windscreens

m Near Miss Incidents

Gull and crow problems are now quite common

on ballast roofing as the birds will often pick up

the large pebble ballast, mistaking the pebbles for

Controlling Bird Problems Using Pebble
Ballast Netting Systems

“We had issues with the birds dropping pebbles on parked cars
and smashing our sky light glass. Birds also used to nest on the
roof. Since we’ve had the ballast netting installed, we have had
no further problems.”

Are you currently working on any roofing projects that

may benefit from a Ballast Netting System? If so, call

us at Eco Environmental on 01752 669009 or contact

us by visiting www.ecoltd.net

Further Bird Control information can be found by

visiting https://www.ecoltd.net/news/reduce-impact-

residual-risk-installing-ballast-netting

Case Study:

Skanska – Brunel Academy, Bristol

Eco Environmental worked closely with the

client and design team to ensure that the most

appropriate Ballast System was installed.

Eco Environmental were asked to prevent birds

from picking up the pebble ballast, potentially

dropping it through a glass atria, shattering

dangerously on to people below. Another risk

discussed was the potential for the pebble

ballast being dropped from height on to cars or

pedestrians in the surrounding areas.

The solution required had to be fully

compatible with the roofing system used,

specifically that no mechanical fixings were to

be installed through the roof make up - this was

achieved by Eco Environmental supplying and

installing its own discreet Ballast Netting

System to include all materials and 

non-mechanical fixings.

What can be done to control the risk?

Increasing the ballast size to greater than

75mm will make most ballast too large for birds

to lift, but the gaps between the pebbles pose a

fire cinder risk to the roof system.

Using smaller ballast will reduce the

destructive power of the dropped pebble, but

sizes smaller than 16mm can be scoured by

high winds.

Swapping pebbles for pavers is a partial

solution, but they are costlier to supply and fit

and will not remove the need for ballast in all

situations.

The solution:

Use 14mm or 19mm Eco Pebble Ballast Netting

directly over the ballast to prevent crows or gulls

from picking up the ballast.

This system is more cost effective and flexible

than installing pavers.

No mechanical fixings are required, so this system

is an ideal bolt-on sale for roofing contractors,

which can be installed after the roof package has

been delivered with zero risk to the roof warranty.

Eco Pebble Ballast Netting is unique because it

successfully passed the BRE fire tests as part of an

inverted ballast roofing system in March 2018.

dave Stiddard of Skanska speaking about Eco Environmental’s solution installed at Brunel Academy, Bristol.

http://www.roofingtoday.co.uk
http://www.cupapizarras.com/uk
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https://www.ecoltd.net/news/reduce-impact-residual-risk-installing-ballast-netting
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W orking in the lead

industry’s leading

technical

department at Calder Lead

means tackling a myriad of

questions on best practice for

installing lead sheet. Nothing

gives us greater pleasure than

helping everyone who needs a

little guidance. Sometimes

these questions are really clear-

cut and at other times more

complicated. In this brief article,

I would like to share answers to

a few of the more

straightforward queries we

receive.

Patination oil

A recurring subject is one of

when, where and why should

we use patination oil. To

explain, we first need to

understand why it is necessary. 

When lead is new, it forms a

natural patina when exposed to

our everyday weather

conditions. This may appear in

shades of grey or white and is

quite uneven in the early

stages. At first this ‘oxide’ layer

is soluble in a wet or damp

atmosphere and can take

anything up to two years to

become a more stable,

insoluble oxide. Indeed, this

whole process is the lead

sheet’s natural protection

against most things that are

thrown at it, and one of the

reasons why lead sheet is such

a hardy, long lasting material.

During these initial stages this

soluble oxide can streak over

other surfaces as water drains

across the lead sheet. 

The resulting stains can be

unsightly and difficult to

remove. Applying patination oil

to the surface of the lead as

soon as practically possible

after fitting will prevent this

occurring. The biggest mistake

we see is people oiling the face

Common Lead Questions 
- and their Solutions

Here, Darren Tutt, Head of Technical Services, shares some of the more recurrent

questions they are asked at Calder Lead’s technical department. Whether it’s a

question of needing some basic guidance or a more complex issue of industry best

practice, Darren takes pride in always being able to offer sound solutions.

of the lead sheet, but not

worrying about the reverse side.

Water will capillary attract

under a lapped surface by as

much as 75mm or more,

depending on the pitch, and

this means that untreated

surfaces will react. My advice is

to always pre-oil any laps to

ensure no streaking will ever

occur and Calder Lead sells oil

for this purpose.

Lead sheet coated with

patination oil will create a

consistent dark grey colour to

the lead, but over time this will

fade. By this time, lead’s own

natural, stable patina will have

formed and any streaking will

be non-existent. The lead can,

of course, be cleaned and re-

oiled to make it look as good as

new, but by then any issues

over staining will be gone.

Sealant

Another question I am asked

revolves around pointing, and in

particular the use of lead sheet

sealants. These types of sealant are

either polysulphide or silicone, with

silicone being able to accommodate

greater movement. Lead sheet, like

most metal materials, will thermally

expand and contract, so the ability

of any pointing material to cope

with this is important. Lead sealants

are a great way of providing the

sympathetic movement needed

whilst maintaining a weather tight

joint. 

Pointing with mortar or similar is

still absolutely fine, but unless this

is done correctly it can crack and

fall away, leading to potential water

ingress. Mortar should always be

weaker than the material it bonds,

but strong enough to resist

weathering, which is not always an

easy balancing act.

It is important that any sealant used

is of the neutral cure variety and not

acid cure, as this can cause

staining to the lead – and I always

recommend specialist Calder Lead

Sealant. Using modern methods

such as this are a quick effective

way of pointing and adhere well to

nearly all surfaces such as brick or

blockwork. It is important to

remember that Calder lead sealants

should not be treated as bonding

agents and should never be used for

joining materials together.

Calder clips or wedges?

When creating a flashing of any

“Mortar should
always be weaker
than the material it
bonds, but strong
enough to resist
weathering, which is
not always an easy
balancing act.”

10

Lead Roofing

“The biggest mistake we see is people
oiling the face of the lead sheet, but not
worrying about the reverse side.”

kind it is important that they are

turned into a chase/raggle in brick

or blockwork to a minimum depth

of at least 25mm. The lead then

needs to be held securely prior to

pointing. Traditionally this is

achieved by using simple 20-25mm

strips of lead folded over on

themselves several times to suit the

width of the joint. They are then

driven into the joint with a hammer

and plugging chisel to expand the

lead and create a wedge which

securely holds the lead in place.

Wedges should be at no more than

450mm centres, with one appearing

at every lap if the occasion calls for

it.

Nowadays, there is another option,

known as Calder Clips, which are

‘v’ shaped pieces of stainless steel

which can be pushed into a joint

and tapped lightly with a small

plugging tool to create a sprung

fixing.

The advantage here is that they

don’t put as much strain on any

brickwork or blockwork and are

much faster to install. As the clips

are all of a pre-made, uniform size

there is no danger of any part of

them protruding from the joint,

which can be a problem with hand-

made lead wedges. Any part of a

wedge which is on show after

pointing can prove to be an ingress

point for moisture as water can

track in over its surface. |||
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DEKS Feature

45

Future-Proof Your Roof!

A t DEKS we are regularly

asked about the features

and benefits of lead

replacement flashings vs lead on

different types of installations. Lead

replacement flashings can seem

daunting at first due to the

unknown and wanting to stick to

what you are used to. Mark Stewart,

DEKS Field Sales Manager looks to

allay these concerns.

What’s needed in a roof
flashing?

The ideal roof flashing material is

lightweight and easy to work with.

It can be prefabricated and lifted

into place, with no need for welding

at the joints or elaborate fixings. 

The best solutions are

environmentally-friendly and

attractive, too, without the scrap

value of traditional lead.

Step forward flexible roof flashing.

Material advantages

Flexible roof flashing composites

are stretchable aluminium grids of

recycled aluminium, embedded in

eco-friendly polymer rubber.

Like lead flashing, they can be

chased into masonry and adhere to

most conventional building

materials – plastics, zinc, copper,

steel, brick and concrete – with

only minimal priming required for

porous surfaces.

The best bit? They’re five times

lighter than code-4 lead, don’t

attract thieves, and don’t provoke

the “isn’t that poisonous?” question

that customers often ask about lead

flashing. It also does not require

heat or flame for installation which

reduces the risk of possible roof

fires due to naked flames.

Flexible flashings are virtually

indistinguishable from lead at a

distance, making them ideal for

installation on high-profile and

listed buildings. Given the increase

of lead theft from buildings this

makes the ideal replacement

While lead has to be lapped every

1.5 metres to allow room for heat

expansion, it’s possible to use an

entire roll of flexible flashing up to

4m with no lapping – cutting

installation time significantly.

Lead Replacement flashings are also

not subject to the price fluctuations

associated with lead, so you can be

assurred when you quote for a job

you will not be out of pocket if the

lead price changes.

Easy installation

DEKS Perform is a flexible flashing

can also be shaped and secured

with simple tools, making it easy to

prepare folded joints, set with

minimal adhesive.

Self-adhesive options like DEKS’

FastFlash can be cut with tin

shears, craft knives and scissors

and applied in situ, making them

ideal for spot-repairs on awkward

locations.

For larger projects – like flashing an

entire chimney – it’s possible to

fold a bend into each length of

flashing and create a flexible joint

between lengths.

DEKS Perform and FastFlash also

come boxed for easy transportation

which also avoids any damage

whilst in the back of the van.

Joints like these can stretch up to

60% at either edge without breaking,

allowing professionals to

prefabricate a rough shape – like the

four sides of a chimney flashing –

and then bend and beat it into place

once it’s in position. 

The aesthetic edge

Flexible flashing has now been

pushing roofing boundaries for more

than a decade.

Folded joints allow for longer

components to be put together, and

they look better once installed. No

clips no obvious edges. 

Black, grey, terracotta, and brown

colours are available – allowing

flashings to blend in with the rest of

the building. As a bonus, they don’t

require patination oil to prevent

staining. 

Rolls come in sizes of up to 1250mm

x 5m and can extend over whole

roofs to offer a weatherproof,

watertight protective layer and a

clean, consistent look. 

Safe, light, and quick and easy to

install. When will you start using

DEKS Perform and FastFlash lead

replacement in your work?

Call 01275 858866, 

email sales@deks.co.uk, 

or visit www.deks.co.uk to find out more.

|||
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Roofing Market

Richard Kendrick, Marketing Manager at SIG Roofing, looks ahead to 2019,

discussing some of the biggest challenges and opportunities facing the roofing

sector and wider construction industry over the next 12 months.

A fter a fairly challenging 12

months for the UK construction

industry, there’s no doubt that

2019 is set to be another rollercoaster

year for everyone involved in our sector.

According to industry statistics, market

growth was modest in 2018, and

forecasts predict growth to rise by only

0.6% in the coming year. One of the key

causes for this has been uncertainty

about Brexit, which has impacted on

market and consumer confidence with

investors hesitant to finance new

commercial projects.  

What’s in Store for 2019

The public sector has also been affected

with the government cautious about

committing budget to major infrastructure

projects before the finer details and the

real impact of Brexit have become clear.

Yet despite some of the challenges that

lie ahead there is still much to be upbeat

about in the roofing industry and some

fantastic opportunities for roofing

contractors.

The private housing sector, for instance,

continues to be a thriving sector of the

construction market, particularly with the

government committed to building

hundreds of thousands of new homes

each year and first-time buyer demand

being enhanced with the Help to Buy

scheme.  

Then there’s the strength of the RMI

sector, which looks set to continue

throughout 2019 and beyond, as the UK’s

ever growing but ageing housing stock

will be continually in need of repair and

maintenance, offering excellent business

opportunities for roofers.

One of the most positive steps forward,

that is set to transform the roofing sector

from 2019, is the introduction of

RoofCert, the new roofer accreditation

scheme.

Currently in consultation and widely

discussed in recent months, RoofCert

aims to set the benchmark in our

industry by establishing a formal

standard for roofing operatives.  

Similar in concept to the Gas Safe

scheme for gas and heating installers,

the RoofCert accreditation will raise

standards and assure competence, which

will not only make the industry safer for

roofers and contractors, but will also

improve consumer perceptions and

confidence in the profession.

RoofCert will also foster a more positive

image of the roofing industry in the

perception of potential employees. As it

“One of the most
positive steps

forward, that is
set to transform

the roofing sector
from 2019, is the

introduction of
RoofCert, the new

roofer
accreditation

scheme.”

stands, the construction sector as a

whole is facing a major skills shortage.

Not only must we as an industry attract

the younger generation to our sector by

demonstrating to school and college

leavers that this is an industry that offers

excellent prospects and career

progression, but we must also target

older people who are looking for a change

of career.

By doing this and highlighting how

fulfilling and financially rewarding being

a roofing contractor can be, we can

tackle the skills shortage head-on.

Clearly, the industry needs to ensure the

right training programmes are in place

and easily available and accessible, but

with industry bodies like the NFRC and

many manufacturers and suppliers

putting training at the top of their

agendas, we are well placed to up-skill

workers and bring them up to the right

professional standards.

Stay on top of technology

It’s also vital that contractors continue to

stay on top of new and emerging trends,

such as the latest technological

innovations to give you a competitive

advantage.  This isn’t just limited to

software, for example, to ensure back-

office systems are efficient - it also means

staying abreast of green developments,

the current growth in modular and

prefabricated construction projects,

minimising health and safety risks, and

working with the best supply chains to

ensure you have the right products, when

you need them.

Finally, while the ‘B’ word may still be

prevalent in the news agenda in the run

up to the 29th March 2019 deadline, once

through it, the road ahead will become

much clearer. 

The industry, from sole trading roofing

contractors to larger businesses, will be

able to plan with a better view of the

future and, I’m confident, will prosper,

showing the resilience and adaptability

for which the sector is renowned. |||

Firestone’s RubberGard EPDM Delivers on the
Detailing at Cotswold Destination

Firestone Building Products’
RubberGard™ EPDM roofing
membrane has been used to
help create a woodland haven
at the prestigious ‘The Lodges
at Feldon Valley’ Hotel,
opening in spring 2019. Lead
architect at Design Engine,
Amanda Moore, explains: “We
needed a waterproofing
membrane that could encapsulate the battening system for the timber
cladding on the pitched roof and Firestone’s RubberGard EPDM roofing
system provided the ideal solution as it enabled much faster and simpler
detailing to seal each batten and work with the pitch of the roof.” Firestone
Authorised Contractor, Weatherfix FRS, installed RubberGard EPDM roofing
membrane on each of four satellite lodges in just four days. Weatherfix FRS
then began the detailing for the 400+ battens before the timber cladding was
installed to the roof and external walls. Weatherfix’s Oliver Sweeney said: “The
water-based adhesive, tapes and ease of detailing offered by the Firestone
RubberGard EPDM system made the detailing much faster and easier to
achieve. “The only downside for our team is that our neat detailing is now
completely obscured by the timber cladding!  However, thanks to the
extended service life of the RubberGard EPDM system, we know it will keep
guests dry and cosy for years to come.” Visit www.firestonebpe.co.uk. 29

News, Projects, Products & People

Monarflex Protects Workers and Public Alike at
Merseyside Site 

Protection against the strongest
winds that Merseyside can
summon, Monarflex Airflow FRA
containment netting is protecting
both workers and passers-by during
the £38.25m Category A fit out of
India Buildings, one of Liverpool’s
most iconic buildings.
Commissioned by development
manager Shelborn Asset
Management, Sale-headquartered
contractor Styles & Wood selected Monarflex Airflow FRA to shield the
scaffolding during the 72-week programme because it knew it could rely on it
as it had previously worked with this robust but decorative material. Contracts
Manager, Rob Burgess, comments: “This is a good system that we’ve used
elsewhere, using vents to dissipate the wind’s force which stops it acting like
a sail. Speed was also important, and it was delivered to site, complete with
our logo and that of the client, within 10 days and up on site with two weeks.”
Both sides of the sheeting protect: inside, workers enjoy a stable working
climate on the scaffold so they can meet deadlines regardless of the weather,
while outside no one is inconvenienced by any activities such as sandblasting
or water jetting. For India Buildings the containment netting has certainly
proved its worth, meeting the demands of the project on every count while
also providing great publicity for both contractor and client.

35

Nvelope System Chosen for Hull University’s New
£155m Student Village

A new student accommodation
development at the University of Hull,
which will provide more than 1,450
high-quality bed spaces together with
a range of supporting facilities close
to the main campus, is being
constructed using the Nvelope NV1
rainscreen support system. Around
7,000m2 of Marley Eternit and CGL
rainscreen cladding that Speedclad
will install at Westfield Court will be
secured using the Nvelope NV1 back frame and support system. This package
of brackets and rails provides a high quality, robust support solution for
rainscreen panels with a great degree of adjustability to ensure the finished
façade is both secure and fully matches the architect’s aesthetic ambitions.
Michael Ryder, Pre-Construction Manager at Speedclad said: “The Nvelope
team have played a key role in making the project a success. Their technical
support and advice has enabled us to deliver the best possible result for the
client, with the NV1 system again proving to be a highly adaptable and
trustworthy solution.” NV1 is used extensively throughout the UK for vertical
cladding applications. The system’s flexible point brackets absorb wind
loading and allow for expansion and contraction, with Nvelope fixed point
brackets absorbing vertical dead loads. Visit: www.nvelope.com. 
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Lamilux Provides Boutique Hotel Rooflight Flair

Kimpton Fitzroy London, located in
the district of Bloomsbury, is the
first UK property for the luxury,
boutique Kimpton hotel brand.
Lamilux designed, supplied and
installed the 3.5 metre wide by 14
metre long PR60 mono-pitch
rooflight to complement the hotel’s
Winter Garden providing the ideal
area for guests to relax and take in
the beautiful surroundings. The
boutique luxury hotel brand is
reflected in the architectural flair of
the entire restoration, with stunning
features paying tribute to the iconic
heritage of the building. Faux beams
were introduced above the Winter
Garden where the 13° sloped
LAMILUX rooflight overlooks the stunning interior design. The glazing division
of the rooflight was carefully designed to perfectly align with the faux beams
to conceal the mullions and provide maximum daylight. Each of the nine glass
panels are an impressive 5m² and weigh a substantial 214kg. LAMILUX used
their knowledge and expertise to complete the installation at this very tricky
central London project.

38

EPIC is the First Trade Body to Support ‘100% Hackitt’

Engineered Panels in
Construction (EPIC) has
thrown its full weight behind
the ‘100% Hackitt’ campaign
to help drive the industry to
adopt all 53 recommendations
from ‘The Independent Review
of Building Regulations and
Fire Safety’. ‘100% Hackitt’ is
an initiative launched in
October 2018 by two building
specialists, British Board of
Agrément (BBA) and Local
Authority Building Control (LABC). It aims to bring together individuals and
organisations, ranging from architects to fire fighters, to support Dame Judith
Hackitt’s vision of “a radical rethink of the whole system”. Within the 159-
page report, she argues that an immediate and extended implementation of
the whole plan is necessary to create a robust regulatory framework. “EPIC is
proud to lend its support to ‘100% Hackitt’ which strives to achieve a proper,
balanced, engineering approach,” says Epic General Secretary, Chris
Pateman. “We hope to see more companies and organisations joining us to
reinforce the importance of this message, to lobby the Government for swift
and effective change, and to help support the industry transform the way it
works to ensure safe, future-proofed buildings.” To read more about ‘100%
Hackitt’, or offer your support, visit www.100-hackitt.co.uk.
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Water Ingress Issues Fixed at Lacy House with New
Roofing System from Langley 

Langley Waterproofing Systems Ltd
has had its TA-20 roofing system
installed on Lacy House –
retirement housing located in
Chichester, West Sussex. A new
1,600m2 roof was installed to fix
the water ingress issues that the
residential property had been
experiencing. The new roof
consisted of a Paradiene SVV
vapour control layer, tapered
Parafoam roof insulation and two-layers of waterproofing (an underlay of
Adepar JS VV and a capsheet of Elastoflex mineral.) As Lacy House remained
occupied during the refurbishment work, it was vital that disruption to the
residents was kept to a minimum – this need was increased further by a
majority of the residents being of retirement age. This was challenging as, in
order to replace the roof, the team had to strip the original system, exposing
the properties. No temporary coverings were used during installation, and the
contractor competently and sympathetically removed the old roofing system
and efficiently replaced it in sections to minimise the disruption of the project.
Dean Wincott, MD at Langley, said: “Although a complex project, Langley and
Approved Contractor, Richard Soan Roofing, collaborated throughout, to
ensure that the new roof system would prevent any further damage to the
building and disruption to residents.” 47
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News, Projects, Products & People

Kemper System on Display at Museum of Liverpool

Kemper System has helped to
refurbish the Museum of Liverpool,
completing a complex waterproofing
project, which made the final of the
Liquid Roofing and Waterproofing
Association (LRWA) Awards 2018.
Positioned over the Leeds Liverpool
canal link, the museum required
remedial works, which involved
removing the original terrace steps
and the failed single ply waterproofing of two separate terraces. Once the
original steps and terrace structure had been removed, Kemper System’s
solvent-free Kemperol 2K-PUR liquid waterproofing system was used by
specialist contractors K Pendlebury & Sons to waterproof the original concrete
slab underneath. A complex steel support system was then bolted through the
new waterproofed concrete slab. Neilan Symondson from K Pendlebury said:
“As Kemperol 2K-PUR is applied wet-on-wet this made it much easier for us
to work around the extensive structural detailing and awkward shapes,
ensuring they were waterproofed effectively.” Stuart Hicks from Kemper
System added: “This was a complex, high-profile waterproofing project that
had to meet a number of strict requirements as recognised by the
independent judges of the LRWA awards. Crucially, the application process for
Kemperol 2K-PUR will ensure the waterproofing performs to the highest
standards to keep the museum watertight for many years to come.” Visit
www.kempersystem.co.uk or email enquiries@kempersystem.co.uk.

Roofshield Saving For Sea View Properties

The superior quality and
breathability of Roofshield has
delivered significant savings in time
and cost to a series of sea facing
properties in northeast England.
The 35 semi-detached properties at
Sea View, Berwick form part of a
wider programme of housing stock
upgrades to over 200 homes across
the region on behalf of leader
developer Bernicia Homes. Matt
Rowley, Operations Director for
contractor Spring Roofing commented, “Roofshield was selected because of
its superior quality and breathability. It has an extremely high degree of
vapour permeability, as well as air permeability, without the need for
additional ventilation. It is also more pleasing from an aesthetical perspective
with no need for penetrations to the roof and felt.” Roofshield is recognised
as one of the highest performing roofing membrane solutions, and has
become the preferred choice of architects, developers and contractors. Many
vapour permeable underlays use an airtight VP film layer to achieve their
performance, whilst Roofshield’s patented SMS (Spunbond Meltblown
Spunbond) structure allows high levels of airflow, in addition to the transport
of moisture vapour, making the formation of condensation in the roof space
virtually impossible. Visit www.proctorgroup.com, email
contact@proctorgroup.com, or tel. 01250 872261.

SFS Flat Roofing Solutions Overcome Refurb Challenge 

Flat roofing fastening solutions from
SFS, including its isoweld® 3000
system, have played a key role in
delivering a high quality building -
the University of Chester’s Energy
Centre, a nationally significant
facility which will aid the
development of cost effective and
environmentally responsible sources
of energy. The new roof specification
required the application of new
insulation to upgrade the thermal
performance and a new single ply waterproofing membrane. Due to the
location of this project and the presence of existing bonded layers, adhesive
application was ruled out at an early stage and a mechanically fastened
solution was sought. Working with Range Roofing, the solutions provided by
SFS included its TIA adjustable fastener in combination with the isoweld®
3000 heat induction welding system. These were installed through the
insulation and screed layers and were mechanically fastened into the concrete
substrate. Jamie Dixon, Site Supervisor at Range Roofing commented: "Just
one TIA fastener and two FI-R-20 sleeves were required for the majority of this
1,000m2 project, which considerably simplified the installation procedure. The
isoweld® 3000 machine was easy to use, and the in-built safety functions
ensured that welding would only occur when the inductor was over the stress
plate." Visit www.sfsintec.co.uk.

Firestone Adds A Fourth to its Capital Quarter
Success in Cardiff

A fourth building has been completed
using Firestone Building Products’
RubberGard™ EPDM waterproofing
system for flat roofs at the prestigious
Capital Quarter development, in the heart
of Cardiff’s Commercial Enterprise Zone.
As with the previous three office
buildings, the RubberGard EPDM roofing
system has been installed by Firestone
Licensed roofing contractor, Envirotek
Specialist Products. Envirotek covered the
roof with a vapour control layer before
installing a tapered insulation as part of the warm roof build up, creating falls
for drainage. The RubberGard EPDM membrane was then fully adhered to the
insulation with Envirotek completing all of the detailing, including the
lightwell, the lift tower over-run and the roof-top plant room. Firestone’s
RubberGard EPDM roofing system was also used to waterproof the building’s
communal terraces at level 6, and paving slabs were laid over the membrane
to create a hardwearing anti-slip surface. Neil Jones from Envirotek
comments: “RubberGard EPDM roofing system is the ideal system for a
project like this as it offers a flexible approach to waterproofing the roof that
is fast to install without any requirement for hot works and provides excellent,
long-lasting protection from the inclement Cardiff weather.” 
Visit www.firestonebpe.co.uk.

Klober Permo® Air gets Public Sector Performance
Recognition 

Klober has received a significant
boost for its market-leading low
resistance air-open underlay
Permo® air with certification by
Local Authority Building Control
(LABC) for its Registered Details
scheme. LABC, which represents
all building control teams in
England and Wales, ensures that buildings are safe, healthy, inclusive and
efficient, and meet the standards set by the Building Regulations. In the past,
variable performance of vapour permeable underlays led to the NHBC and BSI
deciding that only air-open membranes could be used without supporting high
level ventilation. Designed to meet this requirement and prevent condensation
forming in the roofspace, Klober Permo® air offers an exceptional level of
breathability. It has a water vapour transmission sd-Value of 0.009m and a
water vapour resistance confirmed to be as low as 0.045 MNs/g. BBA and IAB
approved, Permo® air not only avoids the additional cost of supporting
ventilation, but also interruptions in the roofline caused by traditional tile or
slate vents. Being manufactured from polypropylene, it is also fully recyclable.
Graham Copson, Product Systems Manager said: “Registering Permo® air
with LABC increases industry confidence in this already popular product and
it helps ensure acceptance by all local authorities across the country.” 
Visit http://klober.co.uk/shop/category/air-open-underlay.

Cembrit Gets a First at the University of Northampton 

Cembrit is delighted that its
Moorland fibre cement slates
have been specified and installed
at the new campus development
at the University of
Northampton. Specified by
Stride Treglown and installed by
Russell Roofing, the Moorland
slates dressed edge provides an
aesthetically pleasing natural
looking roof covering, for the new
prestigious student
accommodation blocks at the university, at a lower installed cost than natural
slate. The new student residences, which are being developed in two phases,
consist of a mixture of shared townhouse and cluster flat accommodation with
the Moorland slates being installed on pitched roof areas including the main
roof and mansard sections. Keystone Roofing have supplied Russell Roofing
with over 47,000m² Moorland slates so far and Frazer Simpson, Director of
Russell Roofing is delighted with how the project is taking shape: “The
Moorland slates fit in perfectly with the surrounding and with their dressed
edge and lightweight construction add a classy, but easy to install quality to
the project.” Cembrit Moorland slates are designed with a dressed edge and
smooth surface, they are light weight, pre holed and easy to cut with hand
tools making them a cost effective product. Visit www.cembrit.co.uk email
sales@cembrit.co.uk or tel. 0208 320 1184.
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T hought natural slate could only be used

down to 20° roof pitches? Think again.

While that may be the minimum pitch for

natural slate to comply with BS 5534:2014 and

hence Building Regulations, the material can

actually be used on flat roofs, albeit in the form

of a mineralised material, rather than as a

finished slate.

Slate minerals have been used to manufacture

roofing felt for almost half a century, since

crushing machines were first introduced. They

add multiple qualities to the traditional 

heavy-duty torch-on bitumen felts and roofing

systems produced by the major manufacturers, as

well as the lighter weight roofing felt typically

sold through consumer retail outlets, such as

B&Q.

In addition, for the past 30

years a blend of coarse

and medium granules

has comprised 60%

of the Cambrian

man-made roofing

slates manufactured in

Ebbw Vale, South Wales by

Redland, which, like Icopal, is

now part of the BMI Group. This part-resin slate

can be installed on pitches as low as 150.

A by-product of the production of roofing slates,

the mineral material is washed, crushed and

dried to produce granules of three sizes - coarse

granules measuring 1.5mm to 3mm, medium

measuring 0.6mm to 1.5mm and fine powder

granules up to 0.6mm – which are rolled onto the

bitumen coating. Coarse and fine each comprise

40% of produced material, while medium

granules comprise 20%.

And such is the demand from construction and

infrastructure projects, from as far afield as

EMEA and Pakistan, that £250,000 worth of

investment in people, plant and machinery has

been made at the minerals quarry in Snowdonia,

North Wales, where the old slate tips are being

revisited for minerals. The new plant includes a

drier with the capacity to treble primary output.

Originally produced at what is still the world’s

biggest roofing slate quarry at Penrhyn, minerals

manufacture was centralised at Ffestiniog several

years ago. Some 20% more was produced in 2018

than in previous years and an additional 33% is

forecast next year.

Some of this demand is reflected in the

increasing trend for volume housebuilders to

include a garden shed with their properties. Even

the fine granules and dust are used to make

briquettes for gas BBQs.

And even at that fine a composition, Welsh slate

retains its 500 million-year-old legacy of density,

with minerals from this part of the world

preferred more than the alternative materials

produced from French, Spanish and Chinese

slate.

Slate as a mineral brings a variety of benefits to

the membrane industry, which is much larger in

Europe ( there are18 roofing felt manufacturers in

Italy alone) compared to the UK (which has five),

with water and fire resistance complemented by

its inertness. 

It is also available in a variety of colours - grey

being pigmented black for bitumen purposes, but

also white for solar reflection, red and even pink.

Although green is completely natural, bespoke

colour greens are produced to complement

retailers’ corporate colours. Whichever colour, it

goes a long way – one 1.5-tonne bag makes up to

300 rolls of felt.

Trials are currently underway at Penrhyn,

supported by distributor giant, SIG, on a large-

format slate ‘sand’ (up to 4mm) to help bring the

roof slate aesthetic to concrete tiles, which

typically can be installed on pitches down to

17.5° depending on rafter lengths, location and

wind load.

And an architect has recently asked for a sample

of a larger format (20mm) crushed Penrhyn

Heather Blue slate to use loose on the flat roof

areas of an unusual new roof at Barts Hospital in

London.

In addition, in an industry where the

manufactured yield is typically 4% of the original

product, the focus on best practice and best use

of the planet’s resources maximises eco points.

The roofing industry may also get to benefit from

a current trial by the Welsh Office and World

Health Organisation of the healing properties of

slate powder. Choosing slate for your roofing

projects could be better for you than you know!

Making the Most of  Natural Slate

Neil Rowland, Commercial Manager - Aggregates, for Welsh Slate (now part

of the Breedon Group) discusses alternative roofing uses for natural slate.
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Green Roofing

New Qualification - Introduction to Installing
and Maintaining Green Roofs (UK) 
Green Roof Organisation (GRO) members Bridgman & Bridgman, Bauder, Langley Waterproofing, ICB

Projects, Livingroofs.org, BALI, and leading awarding body Lantra have now developed certification

which recognises the required level of learning and skills for the rapidly growing green roof market in the

United Kingdom. Here, Chris Bridgman explains how the new qualification came about.

I t is estimated that over 1,300 green

roof installers, currently possessing

Construction Related Occupation

skills cards, (available to people

working in construction-related

occupations not covered by other

Construction Skills Certification Scheme

(CSCS) cards) now require a skills card

that reflects their specific trade when

the current CRO cards expire this year. 

That there is a pressing demand for

qualified and certified green roof

installers is clear. According to the

London Living Roof Report (2017), the

market itself is growing at a rate of

17.5% per annum, with some cities

going so far as now specifying living

roofs as part of planning permission.

Given this increase, it is therefore

paramount that the workforce is

competent and adequately trained to

meet demand.

Other occupations and trades

traditionally obtain a National

Vocational Qualification (NVQ) in their

specialist area. Such a qualification is

no longer available to green roofers, as

it has been withdrawn due to lack of

uptake, primarily because of cost and

the 1-2 year-long assessment. However,

there is now an urgent need for trained

and certificated operatives in the green

roofing industry. Until 2018, there has

been nothing to fill this training gap.

The green roofing industry urgently

requires a certified and a skilled

workforce to cope with the demanding

market, to raise standards and to

comply with new requirements of

occupational competency from

Construction Industry Training Board

(CITB) and CSCS. To make this

attractive to the industry, it needs to be

affordable, with fewer learning hours

than the previous NVQ, but still

covering the key areas of successful

installations and maintenance. 

A new certificate has been developed in

conjunction with the Green Roof

Organisation (GRO) Code for the UK.

The GRO is a body facilitated by the

National Federation of Roofing

Contractors. The GRO code

[https://livingroofs.org/code-practice-

green-roof-organisation/] is the result of

unpaid technical cooperation across the

green roof industry. Due to the manner

in which this document was created, it

is recognised as embodying the best

professional expertise in the green roof

sector.

“The green roofing industry urgently
requires a certified and a skilled
workforce to cope with the
demanding market, to raise
standards and to comply with new
requirements of occupational
competency .”

To register for certification, or to find out more information, visit www.lantra.co.uk or www.bali.org.uk

https://www.lantra.co.uk/course/introduction-installing-and-maintaining-green-roofs

It is intended to be recognised as a code of

best practice, and as such, it should be used to

guide behaviour relating to green roof design,

specification, installation and maintenance.

Green roofing presents a collective opportunity

for horticulturists and roofers to come together,

each sharing their own expertise and

knowledge for the benefit of the industry.

At Bridgman & Bridgman, we are not strangers

to the field of training and education. Since

setting up business in 2006, we have offered:

work placements to students from Growing

People, a horticulture and construction training

scheme; one-day-a-week placements for school

students; as well as apprenticeships.

Developing the new certification therefore felt

like a natural progression: it is up to the

industry to offer these opportunities to attract

people into these roles in order to overcome

the skills shortage. To show our commitment

to this, every member of staff from apprentices

to estimators, office managers, site-based staff

and directors have taken the training and are

currently awaiting delivery of the first ever

issued LISS/CSCS Green Roofing competency

cards. |||
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Historic Building Renovation Enjoys Sea and Sky
Views Thanks to Xtralite

A historic building in the
seaside town of Whitley Bay
has undergone a radical
renovation and development
programme restoring it to its
former glory. Spanish City,
which was constructed in
1910, has been given a new
lease of life as part of a coastal
development plan driven by
North Tyneside County
Council. Xtralite supplied products from its X-Glaze range which incorporated
a series of self-supporting 37.5mm double glazed units with dimensions of
4.92 metres wide and a slope length of 2.52m pitched at 5°, 7 units covering
an area of 86.78 m2. Jim Lowther Sales Director at Xtralite comments: “Our
rooflights will allow visitors to make the most of the lovely sea views and have
integrated seamlessly into the heart of the building with ease, balancing
practicality and aesthetics perfectly.” Andrew Coleman, Senior Project
Manager at Robertson Construction, commented; “Supply was efficient and
technical information and support was readily available allowing us to stay on
track with our timescales to meet the launch deadline of summer 2018.” 
X-Glaze is just one of a range of glazing and rooflight products offered by
Xtralite. Visit www.xtralite.co.uk or tel. 01670 354 157.

Glendyne Restores Historic Chapel to Former Glory

Cembrit Glendyne natural slates have
been specified and installed on a
unique renovation project for the
Historic Hampshire landmark, Netley
Chapel, which saw the local
community contributing financially to
the restoration project. Before slating
began, the public were invited to site
to mark the occasion and “sponsor a
slate”.  For a small donation, visitors
wrote a message and signed the
reverse of a roof slate. More than 900
Glendyne slates were decorated,
raising £6,600 for the friends of the Royal Victoria Country Park. These slates
were then installed on the roof of the chapel by Elliotts Premier Roofing of
Southampton. Hampshire-based construction company, Brymor Construction
was appointed as the main contractor for the project alongside roofing
subcontractor, Elliotts Premier Roofing. Having worked with Cembrit many
times in the past, Elliotts Premier Roofing selected 610mm x 305mm blue-
grey Cembrit Glendyne natural slates for the refurbishment of the roof
covering. David Stubbington of Elliotts Premier Roofing said: “We chose
Cembrit Glendyne slates for the project due to its flexibility to accommodate
the roof design of the prestigious building. The end result is impressive and
Glendyne really accentuates the character of the chapel.” Visit
www.cembrit.co.uk, email sales@cembrit.co.uk or tel. 0208 320 1184.

BMI Pitches Up With a New Flat Roof Training
Facility

Following the
completion of a new
BMI Icopal flat roofing
training area, and the
refurbishment of the
existing BMI Redland
pitched training facility,
the BMI National
Training Centre is now
able to offer
contractors, developers, merchants and students an extensive range of both
pitched and flat roof courses at the one location. This makes BMI the only UK
roofing manufacturer able to offer training in both disciplines and on one site.
Located in South Cerney, Gloucestershire, the National Training Centre boasts
possibly the most comprehensive training resource in the country. The
pitched roof area comprises a variety of rigs including: a gable-to-gable rig,
life-size hip and valley rig, life-size monopitch with top edge abutment rig, and
a plain tile detail rig for full system installation. The training area for flat roofs
is similarly well equipped with several liquid waterproofing rigs, two single ply
detail rigs, a life-size flat roof and six demonstration tables for single ply and
liquids detail work. Mat Woodyatt, BMI Technical Training Manager,
comments: “Since opening, over 45,000 delegates have enjoyed coming here
and learning a new skill or even just brushing up on an existing skill. Now we
can look forward to the next 45,000 and offer them even more.”

Church’s Crowning Glory Sees BMI Redland Reach
The Heights

Craftsmanship and attention to
detail received their just reward
when the re-roofing of Shettleston
New Parish Church in Glasgow’s
East End won the Roof Tiling
category in the National Federation
of Roofing Contractors’ UK Roofing
Awards. The award was made to
DM Roofing & Roughcasting,
working with BMI Redland – part of
BMI UK & Ireland, the UK’s largest
manufacturer of flat and pitched
roofing and waterproofing solutions. Originally opened in 1904, the Grade B
listed church is a handsome Arts and Crafts style building with Art Nouveau
detailing characteristic of the work of the noted Scottish architect W. G.
Rowan. The roof – finished in clay tiles, unusually for Scotland, rather than
slate – had reached the end of its life, leading to water ingress and rot. With
the Heritage Lottery Fund making a large contribution towards the cost of the
essential repairs; the architect in charge of restoring Rowan’s legacy, Peter
Drummond, initially specified an alternative clay tile while DM Roofing lobbied
to use BMI Redland’s Rosemary clay tile: Director Michael McCabe explains:
“We’re used to using the Redland tile and find them better to work with. They
give a sharper finish, which we think can be aesthetically superior for some
buildings.”

Safeguard’s Stormdry Gets EST ‘Verified Status’ for
Energy Savings

Stormdry Masonry Protection Cream
from Safeguard Europe – the UK’s
leading specialist in damp and
waterproofing, and masonry repair
solutions – has been granted ‘verified’
status by the Energy Saving Trust
(EST) in respect of its contribution to
improving the energy performance of
buildings. The Energy Saving Trust’s
verification scheme provides independent evaluation of performance for
energy-efficient products. After considering peer-reviewed scientific papers
and the results of extensive long-term testing, the EST awarded the
prestigious recognition to Stormdry for its claims to enhance thermal
performance of masonry walls. For instance, according to tests conducted on
solid wall constructions by the University of Portsmouth, Stormdry treatment
of masonry can provide energy savings of up to 29%. It does this by providing
a high-level of water repellency, preventing rain penetration of brickwork and
keeping walls dry. Bricks have twice the thermal resistance when dry than
when wet, making them insulate more effectively. The product is easily
applied by either brush or roller and will cure colourlessly to match the
original wall within 12 hours. Safeguard Europe also provides comprehensive
technical support and advice from its highly qualified and experienced staff
on Stormdry applications. Visit www.safeguardeurope.com.

Rent Vauxhall’s ‘Office on Wheels’ from Europcar 

Van hire specialist,
Europcar UK, has added
Vauxhall’s hi-spec Vivaro
Sportive to its extensive
commercial vehicle fleet.
The addition of the
Sportive goes to the
heart of Europcar UK’s
mission to provide
businesses with vehicles
that enable the best
possible productivity.
Featuring the latest
automotive innovations,
the British built Vivaro Sportive provides a truly mobile office space for
business drivers, giving them the tools they need to work while on the road. A
key challenge for businesses with employees who spend a lot of time on the
road is maintaining productivity and using this time well. The technologies at
the heart of the Vivaro Sportive tackle this challenge - an ‘office on wheels’ like
the Vivaro Sportive presents the perfect solution for employers. And the
Vivaro’s middle front seat can be folded flat into a small desk, perfect for
holding a laptop to make it a true ‘office on wheels’. Europcar Commercial
Vehicles service is tailored to meet the needs of businesses that require vans,
with knowledgable van experts, operating from 16 dedicated van sites across
the UK. Visit https://www.europcar.co.uk/business/book-a-van.
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Patents Awarded to Forticrete’s Innovative SL8 Tile

Forticrete has been granted three UK patents for its innovative SL8® large
format roof tile. The leading
manufacturer of concrete
roof tiles, architectural
masonry and walling and cast
stone, which is part of
Ibstock plc, has been granted
patents which cover the
camber of the tile,
interlocking design and
features and dry verge
design. Specifically, the
patent for its dry verge
design includes the term
concealed guttering as the tile channels water to the gutter. The SL8 roof tile
was designed to meet the increasing demands of the roofing market. With just
8 tiles per square metre needed it provides greater coverage with
approximately 20% less tiles required per roof. Additional benefits include its
thin leading edge - which is up to 50% thinner than other large format tiles -
creating an impressive visual characteristic. MD, John Lambert, comments:
“Forticrete has a long history of introducing innovative products which offer
building efficiencies. Our SL8 roof tile is one of these and we are delighted to
have achieved these design patents. In designing the SL8 tile, we listened to
what our customers wanted; the result is an innovative roof tile that meets
market demands.” Visit www.forticrete.co.uk. 

LSTA Appoints New General Manager

The Lead Sheet Training Academy is
pleased to announce the appointment of
new General Manager, Nick DuGard, who
will be leading the organisation in its next
phase of development. Nick joins the
organisation with a wealth of experience
relevant to the construction training
sector, having spent 15 years at City and
Guilds as a Regional Business Manager
where he was responsible for the delivery
of sales revenues, business solutions and
the development of a broad range of
qualification products throughout the UK.
As well as an in-depth understanding of
the work-based training sector, he also
brings a breadth of knowledge in wider
funding potential as he has worked as a
business and fundraising consultant in
the sports world. Nick DuGard said:
‘From basic to advanced courses within the specialist sector we are the sole
provider of the CITB SAPs programme whilst also offering City & Guilds
accredited lead and hard metal courses. Supporting experienced operatives
through the delivery of OSAT levels 2 and Heritage level 3 we have a unique
offer for the roofing industry and I am passionate about getting the message
about the benefits of training out to a wider audience.’

A True Dutch Masterpiece with BMI Redland’s
Hollander Clay Pantile

BMI UK & Ireland – the UK’s largest
manufacturer of flat and pitched
roofing and waterproofing solutions
– is setting new standards in
interlocking profiled clay tiles with
the introduction of the BMI
Redland Hollander Clay Pantile.
With a Dutch design heritage
dating back to the 17th century;
clay pantiles are amongst the most
eye-catching roof tile profiles
available, producing a striking and
attractive roof. The Hollander Clay
Pantile replaces the company’s popular Cathedral Clay Pantile and offers
several design and manufacturing enhancements over its predecessor. The
increased headlap variation, now up to 30 mm, gives more laying flexibility, a
second nib provides greatly improved tile stability and a second nail hole
means more roofs can be just nailed rather than clipped. However, if clipping
is needed, a completely new interlock enables the use of our award-winning
tool-free Innofix Clip. As with all BMI Redland roofing products, the Hollander
Clay Pantiles has been subject to rigorous freeze-thaw, wind-uplift and
strength tests. As well as being put through their paces in the company’s
state-of-the-art wind tunnel, where they were subjected to high wind and
driving rain to test the tiles’ performance in terms of weathertightness. 

Training Team Boost for Klober

Klober has
strengthened its
training offer by
bringing two of its
Area Account
Managers – Nick
King and David
Rolph – into the
team. Both Nick and
David have extensive
practical knowledge
of roofing and will run the company’s training days at its Castle Donington
site. Aimed at merchants and contractors, the training days cover roof
ventilation theory while also allowing plenty of time for valuable practical
experience in fitting products on the company’s training rigs. Up-to-date
changes in standards and regulations are also covered. The company can also
offer flexible dates and deliver on-site and in-house training sessions by
arrangement. The typical content of a standard training day giving an
overview of roofing ventilation requirements includes: condensation problems
and ventilation solutions; dry-fix roofing; battens and interlocking tiles on
gable roofs; universal roof vents; eaves ventilation; Permo® air and Sepa®
light underlays and practical fixing. The courses are free-of-charge and
include a buffet lunch and refreshments. To find out more about the full range
of Klober training courses and dates, please visit
http://klober.co.uk/page/training-and-events.

BMI Redland’s Cambrian Slate Helps Fulfil Beach-
based Dream

Facing out across the Bristol
Channel, the Beach House at
Brean, is both striking and
robust – and now features a
roof guaranteed by BMI
Redland for 15 years against
the storms and aggressive
marine conditions it faces.
Self-builder Phil Scott chose
Cambrian Slate from BMI
Redland, partly because of the recommendations from BMI’s Technical
Department and partly because of his own knowledge – he’s experienced in
construction as his family business includes caravan sites and pubs, for which
he does his own building and maintenance. “We’d done a similar job on a big
pub further down the coast and used Cambrian on that and it had worked
well. It didn’t clatter, it isn’t heavy, and the wind can’t rip it off. Plus, we get
a 15-year guarantee if we install to BMI Redland’s recommendations,” he
says. The ability to withstand the wind is crucial because of the house’s
unusual design – Phil describes it as ‘four houses in one’ – as it makes the
most of the extensive views from its elevated coastal plot with the lounge,
dining and kitchen areas all located at first-floor level. BMI Redland Cambrian
Slate is designed with a unique three-point fixing, making them secure on
even the most exposed sites. Visit www.redland.co.uk.

Cedar Shingles Help Enhance the Sound of Music at
Cumbrian Therapy Centre

Marley’s Western Red
Cedar Shingles have
been specified internal
and external building
material for an award-
winning music therapy
centre that is helping
to make a real
difference to people of
all ages. One of the
critical objectives for
the centre’s design was to ensure it sat seamlessly within its local
environment. This led the design team at MawsonKerr to the use of natural
building materials; the extensive use of Marley’s Western Red Cedar Shingles
has helped achieve this perfectly. Marley’s Western Red Cedar Shingles
delivered a renewable and sustainable cladding solution for the centre,
providing one of the lowest carbon footprints of any widely used building
product. Will Mawson co-founder of MawsonKerr Architects says: “We have
been able to put the use of Marley’s Western Red Cedar Shingles at the heart
of the Sunbeams Music Therapy Centre as a welcoming, natural and wholly
appropriate building material solution.” With a 25-year lifespan, not only does
cedar shingle offer hard-wearing performance within a heavily-used facility,
they promise longevity as well. This is an important factor for the charity
where cost effectiveness is a key consideration.
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Rooflight Installation Guide

Ensuring an Exceptional Rooflight Installation

1First remove the battens

to the extent of the

framed area. The aperture on

the roof must be at least

6cm wider and 12.5cm (for

tile roofing) higher than the

outer size of the window.

Cut out the roofing underlay

and fix it with staples,

removing any excess.

2Determine the correct

height of the window

installation (for tile roofing

only) and fasten a batten to

support the frame, making

sure the batten is levelled

and positioned 8cm above

the tiles. 

3Fasten a batten to

support the top part of

the window frame and repair

the roofing membrane. This

is essential as an un-

insulated gap between the

rafter and the back of the

window frame will allow

water and air to pass

through. Any exposed gaps

can cause interior surface

damage and colder room

temperatures, reducing

energy efficiency levels and

increasing heating costs.

This will also ensure that all

regulation requirements are

met and enable the project

to be compliant with Part

L1B of the Building

Regulations.

Frequently, installers use

rigid foam to cut and fit from

larger and premium priced

sheets to fill this gap.

Although this creates a

secure and tight fit around

the frame, it can generate

issues and be time-

consuming, leading to

potential waste and debris

on-site. 

By using a rebated foam

profile manufactured to fit

the window frame, such as

Dakea’s IFC Insulating

Foam Collar, installers can

reduce time and waste.

Offering superior insulation,

this product reduces

installation time.

4Once assembled, the

frame (with brackets

fixed) should be carefully

passed through the opening

and placed on to the

support battens. If the frame

is level, the bottom brackets

can be fixed. At this stage,

replace the sash to test that

it opens and closes correctly

and to check alignment. To

make sure the frame is set

properly, check the gaps at

the closure of the sash. If the

vertical gaps are parallel and

the gap at the bottom is in a

slightly opened position,

then the frame is correctly

aligned. Once checked,

secure the brackets with

screws.

5Remove the sash once

more, to ensure that the

locking pin on each hinge is

pushed in. Support the

weight of the sash

underneath whilst

dislocating the hinges and

carefully place back inside

the roof.

6Once removed, the

roofing membrane must

be substituted to restrict

water and air ingress. By

using the Dakea RUC

Underfelt Foil Collar there is

no need for cutting and

joining membrane material,

and it can be completed in a

simple 15-minute process.

The RUC is a single piece of

stretchable fabric that

removes any need for

cutting and joining

membrane material. Slide

this underneath the battens

and fix securely to create a

water and airtight barrier. 

To complete the installation

and attachment of the RUC:

lAttach the RUC to the

frame’s upper corners,

before stretching it around

the complete frame.

lFix the RUC to the outer

frame, with staples placed

on the top of the RUC

underneath the existing

roof underlay.

l If the roof is counter-

battened, a small batten

area must be removed to

slide the drainage gutter

and RUC in place.

lOnce you have then cut

the existing underlay over

the rafter to allow the

RUC’s top to be placed

underneath, loosen/de-

nail the batten below the

frame so you can slide the

RUC underneath.

lFinally, complete the

RUC installation by

cutting and tightly fixing

around roof battens when

fixing the sides.

7To complete the

installation, fix the

flashing and covers to the

bottom, sides and top of the

frame. Then, simply replace

the tiles and the sash.

Roof windows can have a dramatic effect on a property, introducing light and improving ventilation. However, no matter

the product, it is important that the window is selected and installed in accordance to the manufacturer’s guidelines to

ensure a high-quality installation. Here, Lee Griffiths, Technical Sales Manager GBI at Dakea provides a step-by-step guide

on an outside-in sequence for the Dakea Ultima roof window.

Following these techniques

and utilising the free Ultima

installation accessories

ensures a simpler, quicker

and professional 

installation.

For more information on dakea

Ultima and its installation

accessories range, visit

www.dakea.com/professionals.
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News, Projects, Products & People

Dakea Vintage for Manor Drive

Massey Limited has specified Dakea
Better Vintage windows for a new housing
development in a prestigious residential
area in Sutton Coldfield. Chosen to blend
in with the aesthetic of the surrounding
area, the Better Vintage windows were
praised for their easy installation and
competitive pricing. A total of 25 Better
Vintage KCV C4A centre pivot
conservation roof windows were installed
across the development along with Dakea
KUF C4A Vintage Flashing. Ideal for
heritage areas and renovation projects,
the KCV is made of kiln-dried laminated
pine wood, from FSC certified forests,
with a black lacquer external profile and
glazing bar. The Better Vintage also
comes with a free underfelt foil collar
(RUC) for a quick and easy installation every time. Nigel Massey, Director of
Massey Limited commented: “When we got to site, we were really happy with
the delivery of the products, ease of installation and also the finished look, so
we will definitely work with Dakea again in the future.” Paul Hart, MD of Hart
Ironmongery Ltd, added: “The 20-year guarantee on registered products is a
really great selling point. I recommend Dakea windows to customers regularly
and they are never disappointed.” Visit www.dakea.com.

Sika’s Waterproof Roof System Provides Long-Term
Protection 

The Hawthorns is a new, all-inclusive,
luxury retirement community
complex designed to encourage
activity and independence in its
residents. The four-storey building
located in Northampton is an
exemplar in style and practically,
hence the need for a high-quality roof
which enhanced the property’s
aesthetics and offered optimum,
long-term waterproof protection. In order to achieve this, contractors, Ithaca
Roofing, installed Sika-Trocal’s Type ‘S’ system to the building’s two main
roofs which covered a 2,300m2 area. Aided by the membrane’s light, easy-
handling ability, installers worked quickly and concisely to minimise
disruption to other nearby trades and avoid project delays. This required
implementing the highest safety standards to eliminate the potential for on-
site injury. Initial waterproofing works involved the installation of “loose laid”
Sika-Trocal S-VAP 500E, a vapour control layer based on Polyethylene, to the
building’s substrate. Lee Dunking, Single Ply Manager at Ithaca Roofing, said:
“With its easy-handling ability and well-founded reputation for offering long-
term weathertight protection, Sika-Trocal’s Type ‘S’ system proved the ideal
solution for this project. Our installation team enjoyed working with this
excellent system; our clients are delighted with its look and performance.” For
more information tel. 01707 394444 or visit www.sika.co.uk.

Planners and Residents Find BMI Redland Heathland
Moreish

Combining the
appearance of a
handcrafted tile with the
robust performance of
concrete, the BMI
Redland Heathland tile
has proved ideal for an
exclusive development
in Warlingham, Surrey.
On the recommendation
of Southgold, the
Croydon-based family
firm of housebuilders,
Chartwell put forward the BMI Redland Heathland tile in Ember as a material
that would be in keeping with the local roofscape and would blend in as if the
new homes were part of the original setting. The roofs have two vertically clad
dormers with several roof windows and solar panels on the rear roof slopes.
The roof was challenging for the roofing contractor as the houses are stepped
and have five levels. Gavin Bradley, Southgold Contracts Manager, says:
“We’re big fans of the Heathland tile and you can see why on these roofs –
they look fantastic and they work well in a variety of scenarios, so we’ve used
them a lot.” BMI Redland’s Heathland tiles are a more sustainable product
than the handmade clay tiles they mimic because they incorporate a
significantly lower level of embodied carbon. Visit www.redland.co.uk.

Midland Lead Committed to Developing Future Skills
in Construction 

Derbyshire-based, Midland Lead, is
proud to support 17 colleges
throughout the UK to help develop
future skills in the roofing industry.
Midland Lead is a market leader in
supplying premium cast and rolled
lead sheet and is fully aware of the
sector’s challenges in developing a
skilled labour force. Wanting to
support the development of new
talent, Midland Lead now provides
machine cast lead, tools and
ancillary products free of charge. The
company also sends its team of experts to deliver presentations about best
practice on handling, storing and working with lead, attends events and
invites students to its specialist manufacturing factilities to learn how the lead
manufacturing process works. David Mallory, lecturer in roofing at Leeds
College of Building said, “Working with lead is a skill that is developed through
getting your hand’s on it’, and thanks to Midland Lead supplying the materials
and tools we can offer students the freedom to work with it directly.” Lynn
Street, sales and marketing manager at Midland Lead added, “Since working
with the colleges we have seen a real improvement in how organsisations
recruit talent – but we have a long way to go and we are totally committed
to supporting young people.” Visit www.midlandlead.co.uk.
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New Academy Plugs the Gap in 
Roofing Training Provision

Y ou only have to look at the

profiles of current trainees to

recognise that this is no

ordinary roof training centre.  Ex-

military personnel and ex-offenders

figure high on the list of clients

eager to learn new roofing skills.

According to Andy Bird, managing

director of Colchester-based roofing

company GLA Roofing Ltd, and the

GLA Training Academy (GLA TA), it

is their target audience who will

breathe life back into ailing roofing

recruitment. 

He said: “Since we set up the

company in 2004, I have seen the

numbers of young people entering

the roofing industry deteriorate

dramatically, resulting in huge

shortages in labour.

“One reason for this is that the

school-leaving age has been raised

from 16 to 18.  When a roofer used to

take on a 16-year-old, he/she was

aware that the youngster would not

be initially useful or productive and

compensated for this by paying a

low wage for the first few weeks.

The trainee was content with this,

as this wage amounted to far more

than pocket money or a paper-round

wage.  The roofer was happy,

because the initial financial

investment in someone who might

decide after a few bruising weeks

that roofing is not for them, was

fairly low.  

“But that was then.  Today, new

trainees entering construction are

over 18.  They want an adult wage

and roofers are extremely reluctant

to pay the wages expected.  This

has resulted in roofers not wanting

to take people on and prospective

youngsters not getting the

opportunities once offered.

“GLA TA is removing the obstacle

of young adults entering roofing and

then leaving the industry after only

a few weeks due to lack of

enthusiasm, lack of encouragement,

lack of training and lack of a decent

wage.  We teach the elementary

skills needed for a new worker to be

valuable to their employer from day

one, to be able to use hand tools

correctly and efficiently, carry

materials, have product knowledge,

and carry out tasks such as felt and

battening, tiling, slating, cutting,

installation of dry fix products and

to be able to walk over a pitched

roof.”

The training leads them to formal

certificated qualifications in

working safely at height, manual

handling, abrasive wheel training

and asbestos awareness.  At the end

of the course they will be ready to

take the CITB Health, Safety and

Environment test, which is the

main requirement for qualifying for

a CSCS Labourer card.  

And while the training is taking

place in the workshops and

classroom, behind the scenes the

GLA TA team are contacting

potential employers in the trainees’

home area to set up job interviews

at the end of the course.

Courses can be tailored from five

days to four weeks, or from one day

per week over six or eight weeks,

according to clients’ needs.   GLA

“We teach the
elementary skills
needed for a new
worker to be valuable
to their employer
from day one.”

TA can also offer training at clients

own premises using purpose-made

rigs, and plans are being finalised

for the first ten-day course at HM

Prison in Chelmsford .

“In addition to young people, this

foundation training is ideal for those

who find themselves without a trade

who may have drifted in and out of

employment for many years, or those

that perhaps have been in the

services and need a new career, or

need a stepping stone to gain a

decent wage,” said Andy. 

Apart from Andy, who possesses a

TQUK Level 3 qualification in

education and training which allows

him to teach, the GLA Training

Academy team comprises Tom Bird,

contracts manager for GLA Roofing,

financial director Lesley Addy,

who’s been in roofing since 1990

and is a founder owner of GLA

Group, and office manager Sharon

Freeman who deals with the day-to-

day administration work.

The GLA TA team were delighted to

welcome guests from the roofing

and other sectors to the Academy’s

official launch on 11 October 2018.

“We have received a great deal of

positive support prior to the launch

day from various groups and

partners, including CITB, NFRC,

Essex County Council, DWP and

Clacton MP Giles Watling, who was

happy to learn how to carry a load of

tiles on his shoulder,” said Andy.

“However, it was especially

pleasing to welcome two other local

MPs, Priti Patel and Sir Bernard

Jenkin - who shared his ability to

carry out torch-on felting -  to the

launch event.  They reiterated the

need to assist new people into tiling

and slating and we are grateful for

their ongoing belief in us.”

For further information on the GLA

Training Academy, visit

www.glaroofing.co.uk,  email

info@glaroofing.co.uk, or telephone

01206 845000.

Training
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Over 30 years of Glidevale profile and colour
matching for tile and slate ventilators

Glidevale, the specialist building products and ventilation solutions provider,
offers a comprehensive range of slate and tile ventilators, with over 450
choices of tile or slate profile available. As one of the market leaders in tile
vent manufacture in the UK,
Glidevale’s range has been
collated for over 30 years and
includes hundreds of
dedicated profiled tile
ventilators matching almost
any tile available on the
market. In addition to current
and newly introduced tiles,
the company can create
vents for tiles which are no
longer made by tile
manufacturers, making
Glidevale tile vents suitable
for new build and retrofit
schemes. 

Alongside its profile matching service, Glidevale can colour match to the
exact blend of colours required. When profile matched and colour blended
with neighbouring slates, tiles and ridges, the ventilators are almost
indiscernible once installed. 

In addition to profile matched tile and slate
ventilators, Glidevale offers a range of
universal ventilators which fit a large
number of tile profiles. Where tile matching
is unnecessary and a single solution is
required for a number of roofs, the compact
universal range can be utilised. This
includes the Glidevale Versa-Tile G5,
providing a guaranteed ventilation area of
20,000mm² and purpose made to match
virtually all interlocking single lap tiles. Also
suitable is the Universal Flat Interlocking In-
Line® Tile, which has a guaranteed
ventilation area of 10,000mm² and can be
used with a range of tile profiles including
Marley Modern, Redland Mini Stonewold,
Sandtoft Calderdale and Russell Grampian,
amongst many others. Tile vents are offered
in seven UV-stable colours and can be easily
installed as part of the normal tiling process. 

The compact universal tile and slate vents range is typically available 
ex-stock. Profile and colour matched tile and slate ventilators are made to
order and can be on site within a few days from manufacture. 

For more information, please contact Glidevale’s Technical department on
0161 905 5700 or by email at technical@glidevale.com, or visit
www.glidevale.com.
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